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Abstract 

 

Synthesis and Applications of  

Two-Dimensional Nanostructures of 

Molybdenum Disulfide and Tin Selenide 

 

Sue In Chae 

School of Chemical and Biological Engineering 

  The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

 

Two-dimensional nanomaterials have attracted tremendous interest 

from researchers in various fields, due to their unique properties. 

Recently, studies on the synthesis of two-dimensional semiconductor 

nanomaterials using colloidal chemistry have been reported. This 

dissertation demonstrates the large-scale colloidal chemical synthesis 

and applications of two-dimensional nanostructures of molybdenum 

disulfide (MoS2) and tin selenide (SnSe). 
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Firstly, I present the large-scale synthesis of uniform-sized MoS2 

nanosheets using colloidal chemistry and their integration to fabricate 

flexible resistance random access memory (RRAM) array. The 

synthesized MoS2 nanosheets exhibit much narrower size and thickness 

distributions than the exfoliated MoS2. In addition, the colloidal stability 

of the synthesized MoS2 nanosheets and the high reproducibility of the 

synthetic method enable the solution-processed fabrication of the 

memory device. The RRAM using the synthesized MoS2 nanosheets 

shows a ~10,000 times higher on/off ratio than that based on exfoliated 

MoS2. Furthermore, the good uniformity of the colloidal MoS2 

nanosheets allows the fabrication of the wafer-scale flexible RRAM 

array. 

Secondly, I demonstrate the synthesis, surface treatment, and 

thermoelectric characterization of SnSe nanoplates with dislocations. A 

simple solution-phase synthesis enables the large-scale production of 

SnSe nanoplates with many dislocations. Transmission electron 

microscopy reveals that a high density of dislocations retains even after 

consolidation of the nanoplates by spark plasma sintering. Post-treatment 

with ammonia solution can effectively remove the impurities such as 

iodide and long-chain organic ligands and undesired oxides from the 
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surface of SnSe nanolates, leading to enhancement in electrical 

conductivity of the consolidated pellet along with an increase in hole 

concentration. Cooperated with ultralow lattice thermal conductivity 

(~0.23 W m–1 K–1) of the unique nanostructured bulk materials, a high 

thermoelectric figure of merit ZT of ~1.1 at 873 K is achieved. This study 

will offer new opportunities for the controlled synthesis of defective 

nanomaterials and facilitate the understanding of the surface chemistry, 

contributing to better performance of the electronic devices. 

 

Keywords: MoS2, nanosheets, RRAM, SnSe, nanoplates, dislocations, 

surface treatment, thermoelectric properties. 
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Chapter 1. Review on Recent Advances in the 

Nanostructured Materials for Thermoelectric 

applications 

 

1.1 Introduction 

The foundation of modern technologies has been established on the 

fossil fuels that produce air pollutants and damage earth environments. 

To alleviate the issues, the development for the sustainable energy source 

has been globally progressed. In this respect, the thermoelectric 

technology is a promising energy converter that transforms heat to 

electrical energy and vice versa.[1a–h] More than 60% of energy produced 

from various sources, including fossil fuels, has been dissipated as 

heat.[1i] Therefore, the recovery of waste heat through thermoelectric 

devices would increase the efficiency of the energy systems. Further, 

thermoelectric generators are reliable and environmentally clean because 

they have no moving parts and noise and do not release toxic gases. In 

addition, thermoelectric devices that provide targeted cooling in many 

devices are advantageous in that current cooling systems are bulky and 
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inefficient and typically cool the entire device parts rather than local hot 

spots.[1j,k] Despite the advantages of thermoelectric technology, it is 

difficult to use it into the industry owing to the poor efficiency of the 

current thermoelectric materials. 

The efficiency of the thermoelectric device depends on the active 

materials, size, configuration, and contacts.[1e] Among them, the device 

efficiency is strongly dependent on the properties of thermoelectric 

materials, for which the semiconducting materials are typically used (Fig. 

1.1). The maximum power-generation efficiency of a thermoelectric 

material, η, is thermodynamically limited by the Carnot efficiency and η 

is defined as 

1 1

1 ( )

avghot cold

hot avg cold hot

ZTT T

T ZT T T


 
 

 
 (eq. 1) 

where Thot and Tcold are the temperature of hot and cold end of the 

thermoelectric module, respectively, and ZT is the dimensionless figure 

of merit a thermoelectric material. The ZT is defined as  

2

tot

S T
ZT




  (eq. 2) 

where S is the Seebeck coefficient, σ is the electrical conductivity, S2σ is 

the power factor (PF), T is the absolute temperature, and κtot is the total 

thermal conductivity. Two approaches to improve the thermoelectric 
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performance include either the increase of power factor or the decrease 

of thermal conductivity. However, the strong interrelationship between 

the material properties makes the improvement of efficiency very 

difficult. For example, the Seebeck coefficient of a degenerate 

semiconductor depends on the carrier concentration and the effective 

mass of carriers, as shown in eq. 3, 

2/32 2
*

2

8

3 3

Bk
S m T

eh n

  
  

 
 (eq. 3) 

where n is the carrier concentration, kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is 

the Plank constant, and m* is the effective mass of carriers. The decrease 

of carrier concentration increases the Seebeck coefficient but decreases 

the electrical conductivity, as shown in eq. 4, 

ne   (eq. 4) 

where e is the electric charge and μ is the carrier mobility. Furthermore, 

the strategies to increase the electrical conductivity cause the increase of 

thermal conductivity because the thermal conductivity is directly 

connected to the electrical conductivity by the Wiedemann–Franz law, 

as show in eq. 5, 

tot elec latt     and elec L T   (eq. 5) 

where κelec and κlatt are the thermal conductivities contributed by the 

carrier transports and the lattice vibrations, respectively, and L is the 
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Lorenz number. As a result, it is very challenging to enhance the 

thermoelectric performance. 

In the 1990s, the concept “low dimensionality” has received a great 

attention as an innovative strategy proposed by Hicks and Dresselhaus 

to improve the thermoelectric efficiency.[2a,b] Prior to their theoretical 

predictions, thermoelectric researches had been stagnant due to the 

aforementioned difficulties in improving the thermoelectric performance, 

but the situation changed. They suggested that reducing the 

dimensionality of a semiconductor can increase the density of electronic 

states near the Fermi level, thereby improving the power factor (Fig. 1.2). 

In addition, the thermal conductivity can be effectively reduced by 

scattering the phonons at a high density of interfaces in the 

nanostructured materials. Namely, decoupling the entangled physical 

quantities in the nanostructured materials is expected to achieve higher 

thermoelectric performance. Experimental evidences in the superlattices 

grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) have supported the theoretical 

expectations: Venkatasubramanian group observed a high ZT of ~2.4 in 

Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 superlattices,[2c] and Harman group achieved ZT of ~ 1.6 

in PbSeTe/PbTe superlattices.[2d] However, this fabrication technique is 

complicated and expensive, making it difficult to apply in the large-scale 
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industry. In order to solve the problem, various preparation methods have 

been developed. For example, a physical approach such as ball milling 

has been employed to create the nanoscale materials in large quantities.[3] 

However, ball-milling process is disadvantageous to produce the uniform 

and complex nanostructured materials. 

Colloidal chemical synthesis is an effective method to prepare the 

high-quality nanomaterials with a tunable structure and composition.[4a–

c] This protocol is capable of a large-scale production of nanoparticles. 

In addition, the preparation of multicomponent nanoparticles as well as 

single-component nanoparticles is feasible through the advanced 

nanochemistry. The structural and compositional complexity of the 

nanoparticles has been necessitated for the optimization of the 

performance in a wide range of applications (Fig. 1.3). The 

nanostructured materials are prepared by assembling and sintering the 

colloidal nanoparticles into the form of either a film or a bulk.[4d] In the 

next chapter, the representative transport mechanisms working in the 

nanostructured materials will be reviewed. Then, several strategies by 

the use of colloidal nanoparticles for thermoelectric applications will be 

covered. 
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Figure 1.1 Thermoelectric module made up of p- and n-type 

semiconductor blocks and metal junctions. Carriers are thermally 

diffused from a top to a bottom electrode during power generation 

whereas external power supply drives both carriers and heat flow during 

cooling. (from Ref. [1f] Snyder, G. J.; Toberer, E. S. Nat. Mater. 2008, 7, 

105.) 
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Figure 1.2 The calculated ZT value as a function of characteristic length 

for (a) 1D and (b) 2D Bi2Te3. (from Ref. [2a] Hicks, L. D.; Dresselhaus, 

M. S. Phys. Rev. B 1993, 47, 12727.; [2b] Hicks, L. D.; Dresselhaus, M. 

S. Phys. Rev. B 1993, 47, 16631.) 
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Figure 1.3 Various nanomaterials synthesized by colloidal chemistry. 

TEM images of (a) PbS and (b) PbTe nanocrystals, (c) Bi2Te3 nanoplates, 

and (d) Bi2Te3 nanotubes. The photo demonstrating the large-scale 

production of Bi2Te3 nanotubes is shown in the inset. (from Ref. [8a] 

Ibanez, M.; Korkosz, R. J.; Luo, Z.; Riba, P.; Cadavid, D.; Ortega, S.; 

Cabot, A.; Kanatzidis, M. G. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2015, 137, 4046.; [7e] 
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Scheele, M.; Oeschler, N.; Veremchuk, I.; Peters, S. O.; Littig, A.; 

Kornowski, A.; Klinke, C.; Weller, ACS Nano 2011, 5, 8541.; [6d] Son, 

J. S.; Choi, M. K.; Han, M. K.; Park, K.; Kim, J. Y.; Lim, S. J.; Oh, M.; 

Kuk, Y.; Park, C.; Kim, S. J.; Hyeon, T. Nano Lett. 2012, 12, 640.; [8f] 

Park, K.; Ahn, K.; Cha, J.; Lee, S.; Chae, S. I.; Cho, S. P.; Ryee, S.; Im, 

J.; Lee, J.; Park, S. D.; Han, M. J.; Chung, I.; Hyeon, T. J. Am. Chem. 

Soc. 2016, 138, 14458.) 
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1.2 Transport Mechanisms in Nanostructured Materials 

Understanding the charge and thermal transport in the nanostructured 

materials is essential to control and optimize the thermoelectric 

properties. Nanostructured materials have unique properties because of 

the nanoscale structural elements and a high density of interfaces. This 

chapter overviews the fundamental transport mechanisms that has been 

observed in the nanostructured materials. 

 

1.2.1 Quantum Confinement Effect 

In the nanoscale regime, the material properties of the semiconductor 

including electrical transport are different from those of bulk phase. The 

electrical and thermal transport is strongly related to the band structure 

of the material, and the semiconductor nanocrystals have a different band 

structure from that of bulk but similar to that of atoms or molecules.[4e] 

While the bulk solids have the continuous bands, which consist of 

numerous energy levels, the semiconductor nanocrystals have discrete 

energy states because of the decreased overlap of the energy states. The 

spacing between the energy levels of the nanocrystals cannot be 

negligible and the electrons or holes are confined in the quantized levels. 
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Furthermore, the dimensionality of nanocrystals influences the band 

structure, and the density of states depending on the dimensionality is 

shown in Figure 1.4. Based on the simple calculation by a particle-in-a-

box model in quantum mechanics, the parabolic bands for three-

dimensional solids are seperated into discrete states in zero-dimensional 

materials. Due to the quantum confinement effect, the nanocrystals with 

the sharply-peaked density of electronic states have been predicted to 

maximize the thermoelectric properties.[2e] Linke group anticipated the 

high thermoelectric efficiencies in the low-dimensional materials with a 

delta-like density of states.[2f,g] Recently, the electronic efficiency of a 

device composed of the InP/InAs heterostructured nanowires has been 

experimentally observed to exceed 70% of Carnot efficiency near 2 K.[2h] 

Talapin group revealed that the Seebeck coefficient is tunable by 

controlling the size of the nanocrystals. PbSe nanocrystals were used as 

a model system, and the Seebeck coefficient of the nanocrystals was 

measured on the film by coating the nanocrystals.[2i] Figure 1.5 shows 

the dependence of the Seebeck coefficient on the nanocrystal size. As the 

size of PbSe nanocrystals decreases from 8.6 nm to 4.8 nm, the Seebeck 

coefficient increases from 700 to 1150 μV/K at room temperature. The 

Seebeck coefficients of the nanocrystals are significantly higher than that 
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of bulk PbSe (400–600 μV/K) with comparable carrier concentrations. 

The sharp density of states in the PbSe nanocrystals contributes to the 

enhancement in the Seebeck coefficient. The Seebeck coefficient is 

approximately proportional to the difference between the average carrier 

energy and the Fermi level. The size-dependent band gap explains the 

size-dependent Seebeck coefficient in the nanocrystals. Because of the 

quantum confinement effect, as the size decreases, the band gap of the 

nanocrystals increases, and the valence band edge shifts away from 

Fermi level, which causes large spacing between the Fermi level and the 

average carrier energy. Therefore, as the size of nanocrystals decreases, 

the Seebeck coefficient increases. This also explains the decrease of 

carrier concentration with negligible variations in the mobility of the 

small PbSe nanocrystals. 
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Figure 1.4 Schematic illustration of (a) band structures in metal and 

semiconductor in various size regime and (b) density of states dependent 

on the dimensions in semiconductors. (from Ref. [4e] Alivisatos, A. P. 

Science 1996, 271, 933.) 
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Figure 1.5 (a) Absorption spectra of PbSe nanocrystals with different 

size. (b) Schematic illustration and (c) TEM image for the PbSe 

nanocrystals film. (d) Electrical conductivity and (e) Seebeck coefficient 

of PbSe nanocrystals film as a function of nanocrystal size. (f) Schematic 

illustration to explain the size dependence of Seebeck coefficient in the 

PbSe nanocrystals. (from Ref. [2i] Wang, R. Y.; Feser, J. P.; Lee, J. S.; 

Talapin, D. V.; Segalman, R.; Majumdar, A. Nanoe Lett. 2008, 8, 2283.) 
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1.2.2 Carrier filtering 

Because the density of interfaces between grains increases as the grain 

size decreases, the interfaces are heavily present in the nanostructured 

materials. The charge carriers interact with the interfaces, i.e. scattering 

process, and their behaviors are strongly influenced in the nanostructured 

materials. Due to the decrease of mobility by carrier scattering at the 

interface, a high density of interfaces is regarded as a detrimental 

structure for the high electrical conductivity. However, the interface 

plays a positive role in improving the Seebeck coefficient by filtering the 

low-energy carriers.[5a] The carriers with sufficiently high energy can 

overcome the energy barriers at the interface and continue their motion, 

which is a kind of the thermionic emission. Namely, low-energy carriers 

are filtered out so that they do not contribute to the electrical conduction. 

The carrier filtering results in the increase of the average energy per 

carrier, which contributes to the enhancement on the Seebeck coefficient. 

A. J. Minnich calculated a function of the Seebeck coefficient 

distribution as a carrier energy in a heavily doped n-type Si80Ge20 and 

explained that low-energy electrons damage the Seebeck coefficient.[1d] 

Using the carrier filtering concept, increasing the Seebeck coefficient is 

possible, but the decrease of electrical conductivity is inevitable in the 
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case of single-phase materials. However, because this concept can be 

applied in the multiphase materials, the adequate selection among 

candidate materials enables the enhancement on both the Seebeck 

coefficient and the electrical conductivity. 

A wide range of material combinations such as metal-semiconductor 

and semiconductor-semiconductor have been investigated to achieve the 

filtering effect. For example, In0.53Ga0.47As/In0.53Ga0.28Al0.19As films 

grown by molecular beam epitaxy system exhibits the larger cross-plane 

Seebeck coefficient than the in-plane Seebeck coefficient, indicating the 

carrier filtering effect.[5a] The nanocomposites, where the nanoparticles 

are embedded in the semiconducting host, show similar result. The Pt-

Sb2Te3 film simply prepared via solution process exhibits the larger 

Seebeck coefficient than Sb2Te3 film (167 μV K–1 for Pt-Sb2Te3 and 124 

μV K–1 for Sb2Te3 at room temperature).[5b] Similar result was reported 

in AgxTey-Sb2Te3 film, resulting in the 50% enhancement in power factor 

(~2 μW cm–1 K–2 at 150 oC).[5c] Galen D. Stucky group performed the 

theoretical and experimental demonstration of a filtering effect in 

thermally stable Ag/oxide/Sb2Te3-Te films (Fig. 1.6).[5d] Coating the Ag 

nanoparticles in a thin oxide layer (~3 nm) prevents Ag atoms from 

alloying with Te during annealing, thereby reducing the unwanted 
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doping effect by Ag. Pisarenko plot clearly shows the increase of the 

Seebeck coefficient in Ag/oxide/Sb2Te3-Te films. The theoretical 

calculation suggests that the band offset at the interface between Ag 

nanoparticles and Sb2Te3 matrix is ~0.2 eV for filtering the hot carriers. 
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Figure 1.6 (a) Schematic illustration of the synthetic procedure for 

Ag/oxide/Sb2Te3-Te. (b) Pisarenko plot at room temperature. Control 1: 

Sb2Te3-Te (same process without Ag and oxide), Control 3: Ag/Sb2Te3-

Te (same process without oxide). Control 2: Sb2Te3-Te with conversional 

Ag doping. The curve shows the calculated Seebeck coefficient; M1: 

without ionized scattering strength, M2: with ionized scattering strength, 

and M3_x eV: carrier filtering with a cut-off potential of x eV. (from Ref. 

[5d] Zhang, Y.; Bahk, J. H.; Lee, J.; Birkel, C. S.; Snedaker, M. L.; Liu, 

D.; Zeng, H.; Moskovits, M.; Shakouri, A.; Stucky, G. D. Adv. Mater. 

2014, 26, 2755.)  
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1.2.3 Nanostructuring 

The biggest benefit in the nanostructured materials is the reduction in 

the lattice thermal conductivity.[1d] High-density interfaces not only 

scatter charge carriers but also hinder the thermal transport. The total 

thermal conductivity is composed of the electronic thermal conductivity 

and the lattice thermal conductivity. While the electronic thermal 

conductivity is strongly related to the electrical conductivity by 

Wiedemann–Franz law (eq. 5), the lattice thermal conductivity is not 

influenced by charge transport but phonon transport. It is necessary to 

know “phonons” to understand the thermal transport in a material. A 

phonon is a quantum mechanical concept to describe the vibrational 

motion of a lattice composed of atoms or molecules in either solid or 

liquid.[6a] The phonons have a wavelength spectrum, and the degree to 

which the phonon contributes to lattice thermal conductivity differs 

depending on the wavelength of the phonon. Because the energy of the 

phonons affects the way of interaction with the structural elements in the 

material, engineering the structural elements allows a dramatic reduction 

of the lattice thermal conductivity. For example, the short-wavelength 

phonons are strongly scattered by the impurity atoms in the alloyed 

material, but medium- and long-wavelength phonons are less affected. 
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Medium- and long-wavelength phonons are mainly scattered at the 

interface (Fig. 1.7). Therefore, producing a high-density interface via 

nanostructuring is an effective strategy for reducing the lattice thermal 

conductivity. 

The effective decrease of the thermal conductivity has been found in 

various nanostructured materials. Zhifeng Ren group prepared the p-type 

nanostructured Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 by hot-pressing the ball-milled Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3. 

The lattice thermal conductivity of the nanostructured Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 is 

decreased by half compared to that of the ingot. Cross-sectional 

transmission electron microscope image clearly shows the nanosized 

grains, nanodots, and Te precipitates (Fig. 1.8).[3] Kanatzidis group 

reported the high ZT of ~2.2 (800 K) in AgPb18SbTe20 due to the low 

thermal conductivity, which is related to the nanostructure of a Sb, Ag-

rich phase in a PbTe matrix.[6b] 

The nanostructured bulk materials produced from chemically 

synthesized nanomaterials also have shown similar results. The 

synthesized Sb(2–x)BixTe3 nanoplatelets were sintered into the 

nanostructured bulk materials, which retains the nanostructures, thereby 

showing very polycrystalline properties and a high density of grain 

boundaries. The lattice thermal conductivity of the nanostructured Sb(2–
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x)BixTe3 is 0.31 W m–1 K–1 at 300 K, which is much lower than the bulk 

Sb1.5Bi0.5Te3 ingot.[6c] The nanostructured Bi2Te3 produced from ultrathin 

Bi2Te3 nanoplates also shows the lower thermal conductivity than the 

bulk Bi2Te3. In these nanostructured bulks, sintering temperature 

influences the electrical transport via the interface effects proposed as a 

potential barrier and a doping effect. Therefore, the interface (grain size 

and interface property) must be carefully designed to finely control both 

the electrical and thernal transport.[6d] Regardless of the morphology of 

building blocks, the nanostructured Bi2Te3 obtained from ultrathin 

Bi2Te3 nanowires similarly exhibits a significant reduction of the thermal 

conductivity.[6e] 
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Figure 1.7 Schematic illustration for scattering of electrons and phonons. 

Phonons are scattered by various defects (grain boundary, nanoparticle, 

and atomic impurity) more than electrons. (from Ref. [1a] Vineis, C. J.; 

Shakouri, A.; Majumdar, A.; Kanatzidis, M. G. Adv. Mater. 2010, 22, 

3970.) 
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Figure 1.8 Low-magnification TEM images showing (a) nanograins and 

(b) larger grains. High-magnification TEM images showing (c) nanodots 

and (d) Te precipitates. (e) Thermal conductivity of BixSb2-xTe3 

nanostructured materials compared with that of the ingot. (from Ref. [3] 

Poudel, B.; Hao, Q.; Ma, Y.; Lan, Y.; Minnich, A.; Yu, B.; Yan, X.; Wang, 

D.; Muto, A.; Vashaee, D.; Chen, X.; Liu, J.; Dresselhaus, M. S.; Chen, 

G.; Ren, Z. Science 2008, 320, 634.) 
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1.3. Strategies by the Use of Nanomaterials for 

Enhancement on Thermoelectric Properties 

To produce the best thermoelectric performance, first of all, the carrier 

concentration needs to be optimized (Fig.1.9).[1f] In the case of a bulk 

phase, doping is a common method to control the carrier concentration. 

The nanostructured bulk materials are fabricated by assembling or 

sintering the various nanomaterials and used as the thermoelectric 

materials.[4d] Although many processing parameters during fabrication of 

the nanomaterials into the nanostructured bulk materials affect the 

properties of the nanostructured bulk materials, the properties of the 

nanomaterials are closely related to those of the nanostructured materials. 

Therefore, it is intuitive to modify the carrier concentration of the 

nanocrystals for optimization of that of the nanostructured bulk materials 

However, unlike the bulk phase, though there have been a few successful 

syntheses of the doped nanocrystals, doping the nanoparticles is 

generally considered difficult to achieve (Fig. 1.10).[4f,g] As the synthesis 

of nanocrystals is performed at the low temperature, kinetics dominates 

the growth of the nanocrystals. Therefore, the introduction of dopants 

inside the lattice of nanocrystal is possible only when the growth rate of 

dopant and host is well balanced during the growth of nanocrystals. 
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Because the synthesis of doped nanocrystals is in an early stage, 

alternative approaches have enabled to tune the properties in the 

nanostructured bulk materials. These approaches include chemically 

treating the nanocrystal surface, blending different nanocrystals, and 

synthesizing heterostructured nanocrystals. In this chapter, we will 

review the strategies by the use of the nanomaterials to optimize 

thermoelectric properties in nanostructured bulk materials. 
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Figure 1.9 Schematic illustration of the relation between the carrier 

concentration and the ZT value. Optimum carrier concentration to 

maximize the ZT value is present between 1019 and 1021 cm–3. (from Ref. 

[1f] Snyder, G. J.; Toberer, E. S. Nat. Mater. 2008, 7, 105.) 
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Figure 1.10 Models to explain the doping in semiconductor nanocrystals. 

(a) Turnbull model, where the probability of doping decreases as the size 

is reduced. (b) Self-purification, where thermodynamics is assumed 

during the nanocrystal growth. (c) Trapped dopant model, where kinetics 

is assumed during the nanocrystal growth. (from Ref. [4f] Norris, D. J.; 

Efros, A. L.; Erwin, S. C. Science 2008, 319, 1776.) 
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1.3.1 Surface Treatment 

The physicochemical properties of the nanocrystals are strongly 

influenced by the surface chemistry in addition to their morphology and 

composition because the ratio of surface area to volume increases as the 

size decreases.[7a] Therefore, understanding the surface chemistry of 

nanocrystals is key for engineering the nanocrystal properties. Colloidal 

synthesis typically produces the nanocrystals capped with the long-chain 

organic ligands, which play an important role in controlling the 

nucleation and growth during the formation of nanocrystals.[7b] However, 

because the bulky organic ligands are usually an electrical insulator, they 

hinder the charge transport in the nanocrystal-based electronic device. 

Thus, many studies have been reported on modifying the surface of 

colloidal nanocrystals. Several inorganic ligands and short ligands such 

as pyridine,[7c] hydrazine,[7d] ammonia,[6c,7e] short-chain alkyl thiol,[7f] 

chalcogenidometallates,[7g,h] halometallates,[7i,j] pseudohalide,[7i] 

chalcogenide,[7k] (poly)oxometalates,[7l] halide,[7m,n] and metal ions,[7o] 

and tetrafluoroborate[7p,q] salts have been used to replace the organic 

ligands. A simple phase-transfer procedure in two-phase liquid is 

typically used for the ligand exchange of the nanocrystals. For examples, 

by mixing the nanocrystals in a nonpolar solvent and the target ligands 
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in a polar solvent, the original bulky ligands are replaced by the targeted 

ligands. The surface-modified nanocrystals exhibit a shorter interparticle 

distance, making the nanocrystal coupling stronger (Fig. 1.11). 

Interestingly, the material properties of the nanocrystals are strongly 

dependent on the ligand species because the interaction between the 

surface atoms and the ligands modifies the electronic structure and the 

atomic arrangement. Furthermore, the ligands can provide a multiple 

functionality. For examples, CdCl3
– ligands of CdCl3

–-capped CdTe 

nanocrystals act not only as a sintering promoter but also as a dopant, 

thereby improving the quality of the CdTe film and the solar cell 

performance.[7r] 

In the nanostructured bulk materials assembled by the nanocrystals, 

the doping effect can be achieved through the surface treatment of 

nanoparticles. The pellet obtained from the oleic acid-capped PbS 

nanocrystals without surface treatment shows a p-type nature at room 

temperature and a n-type conductivity at high temperature.[8a] When the 

PbS nanocrystals are treated with hydrochloric acid, the pellet exhibits a 

n-type nature in the whole temperature range and the electrical 

conductivity at room temperature increases 101–103 times. Furthermore, 

the electron concentration can be finely modified by adjusting the 
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amount of hydrochloric acid. 

Brock group demonstrated that the carrier type of PbTe changes 

depending on the ligand species that are used for the surface treatment 

of PbTe nanocrystals.[8b] The PbTe nanocrystals treated with ammonium 

sulfide (NH4S) show a p-type conduction, whereas the PbTe nanocrystals 

treated with tetrabutylammonium iodide (TBAI) exhibit a n-type 

character. The pellet does not show the high ZT due to its low electrical 

conductivity, but the results share the similar idea to the previous report 

in that the carrier type of the PbSe nanocrystals can be changed by the 

ligand exchange.[8c] 

Ligand exchange using alkali metal chalcogenide is effective to 

modulate the p-type electrical conductivity of PbS nanocrystals.[8d] 

Substitutional doping with Na and K is achieved by the ligand exchange 

followed by subsequent annealing procedure. Through this treatment, the 

hole concentration is controlled up to 3×1019 cm–2. Recently, it was 

reported that, in the PbS-Ag2S heterostructured nanocrystals, the carrier 

type changes from n-type to p-type after K2Te treatment, and the 

electrical conductivity is dramatically improved from 0.3 S cm–1 to 4 S 

cm–1 at room temperature with a high hole density of ~1×1019 cm–3.[8e] 

Hyeon group synthesized a novel bulk material, K0.06Bi2Te3.18, which 
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violates the phase diagram, by the surface treatment on the Bi2Te3.14 

nanotubes.[8f] The surface treatment with KOH not only removes 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) ligands on the surface of the Bi2Te3.14 

nanotubes but improves the power factor accompanied by the increase 

of both the electron concentration and the mobility due to excess K and 

Te inserted into the K0.06Bi2Te3.18. Furthermore, TEM analysis of the 

cross section of the K0.06Bi2Te3.18 helps to understand the unusual 

composition and the thermoelectric properties (Fig. 1.12). The surface 

treatment not only enables to incorporate the impurity atoms inside the 

lattice, but also allows for the multiphase bulk materials.[8g–i] The 

properties of the nanostructured bulk materials are also affected by the 

ligands left on the surface after synthesis of the nanocrystals.[8j,k] 
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Figure 1.11 (a) Varioius inorganic nanocrystals dispersed in polar 

solvents after treatment with chalcogenidometallates ligand (Sn2S6
4–). 

TEM images of Au nanocrystals capped with (b) dodecanethiol and (c) 

(N2H5)4Sn2S6. (d) TEM image of a three-dimensional superlattice 

composed of Au nanocrystals capped with (N2H5)4Sn2S6. (from Ref. [7g] 

Kovalenko, M. V.; Scheele, M.; Talapin, D. V. Science 2009, 324, 1417.) 
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Figure 1.12 Cross-section scanning TEM images showing atomic 

structure of (a, b) bulk Bi2Te3.14 (BT) and (c–f) K0.06Bi2Te3.18 (KBT). 

Elemental mapping of (b) BT and (d) KBT. (e) Septuple atomic layer of 

[Bi3Te4] and intercalation of Te in the van der Waals gap. Color code: Bi, 

yellow and Te, pink. (f) Interlayer (orange) and interstitial (blue) sites of 

potassium in KBT. (from Ref. [8f] Park, K.; Ahn, K.; Cha, J.; Lee, S.; 

Chae, S. I.; Cho, S. P.; Ryee, S.; Im, J.; Lee, J.; Park, S. D.; Han, M. J.; 

Chung, I.; Hyeon, T. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2016, 138, 14458.) 
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1.3.2 Nanocrystals Blending 

Mixing different kinds of nanocrystals is the other method to control 

the transport properties in the nanostructured bulk materials. Because a 

variety of the nanocrystals that have already been reported is available to 

use, it is readily accessible to prepare the novel nanostructured bulk 

materials via blending different nanocrystals. The material type (metal 

and semiconductor) and the mixing ratio of nanocrystals are important 

factors in determining the properties of the resultant pellets. 

Ramanath group reported that the ratio of n-type Bi2Te3 and p-type 

Sb2Te3 nanoplates determines the carrier type of the Bi2-xSbxTe pellet and 

the lattice thermal conductivity is reduced by ~40% due to alloying and 

nanostructuring.[8k] When the ratio of Sb2Te3 nanoplates in the mixture 

of Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 nanoplates exceeds 20%, the major carrier changes 

from electrons (n-type) to holes (p-type). Thus, a high ZT of 1.1 at room 

temperature is measured for the p-type Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 obtained from a 

mixture of 1:3 Bi2Te3:Sb2Te3 nanoplates.  

Jeong group successfully synthesized the Bi2Te3/Bi2Se3 

nanocomposites by blending the Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3 nanoflakes with 

controlled compositions via simply tuning the mixing ratio. TEM 

analysis confirmed the heterostructures formed by the Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3 
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nanostructures.[9a] The maximum power factor was measured at an 

optimum mixing ratio (Bi2Te3:Bi2Se3=85:15). Furthermore, a high ZT of 

~0.7 at 400 K was obtained due to the rise of Seebeck coefficient by the 

carrier filtering effect at the interface and the decrease of the lattice 

thermal conductivity by nanostructuring. 

The nanostructured materials combined with metal nanocrystals and 

semiconductor nanocrystals have been prepared for thermoelectric 

characterization. Cabot group demonstrated the synthesis and 

characterization of the nanocomposites prepared by blending the PbS 

nanocrystals with the Ag nanocrystals (Fig. 1.13).[9b] All nanocomposites 

mixed with Ag nanoparticles show n-type conductions. It is because 

electrons are injected from Ag into the conduction band of PbS and act 

as major carriers. Interestingly, the enhancement on both electron 

concentration and mobility were observed with the implantation of Ag 

nanocrystals. They explain that the inclusion of Ag nanograins reduces 

the effective height of the energy barrier formed at the interface with the 

rise of Fermi level. This strategy yielded a high power factor of 1.68 mW 

m–1 K–2 at 850 K, which cannot be achieved by impurity doping. They 

also explained that the selection of metal nanocrystals with appropriate 

work functions plays an important role in carrier injection.  
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The introduction of metal nanoparticles to Bi2Te3 nanomaterials also 

increases the thermoelectric efficiency. The Ag nanocrystals-dispersed 

Bi2Te3 nanocomposite was prepared by evenly mixing Ag nanocrystals 

in Bi2Te3 nanopowder via a solution-based ultrasonic-dispersion 

method.[9c] The hierarchical structure of the heterostructured bulk 

effectively reduces the thermal conductivity to 0.41 W m–1 K–1 (room 

temperature) in Bi2Te3 containing 2 vol% Ag nanocrystals. In addition, 

due to the improved electrical conductivity and carrier filtering effect, a 

high power factor of 1.14 mW m–1 K–2 was measured at 475K. 

In addition to mixing different nanocrystals, research has been carried 

out to mix nanoparticles with micro/meso-scale particles. Mixing 

particles with different size scales has several advantages. Firstly, the 

nano-sized particles act as a scattering point for phonons to lower the 

thermal conductivity. Secondly, micro/mesoscale particles can reduce 

the loss of the electrical conductivity. Third, the reduced melting point 

of the nanoparticles lowers the sintering temperature and at the same 

time a relatively high packing density is possible (>90%) by the 

micro/meso-scale particles.  

The Stucky group synthesized the Bi2Te3-Te nano-heterostructures by 

a galvanic replacement reaction using Ni nanoparticles as templates and 
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reducing agents.[9d] The pellet prepared by mixing the Bi2Te3-Te 

nanoheterostructures with the microscale Bi2Te3 has a high density of 

~93%. Microscale particles with nanoplate structures were present inside 

the pellet, resulting in the low lattice thermal conductivity of 0.5 W m–1 

K–1.  

Talapin group performed the interfacial engineering by mixing Bi2–

xSbxTe3 ball-milled particles with Bi nanocrystals (~ 10 nm) capped with 

the inorganic Sb2Te7
4– ligands.[9e] Sb2Te7

4–-capped Bi nanocrystals are 

attached to ball-milled particles and make possible the sintering 

temperatures below 400 oC. The relative density of the pellet is 92–95%. 

Annealing the Sb2Te7
4–-capped Bi nanocrystals at the high temperature 

yield a phase with a Bi3.2Sb0.8Te2.9 composition. In a similar way, 

Sb2Te7
4–-capped Bi nanocrystals on the surface of stoichiometric 

Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 ball-milled particles (~50 nm) generate Bi-rich phases at the 

interface through chemical transformation during annealing. Excess Bi 

condition at the interface causes the formation of BiTe antisites, which act 

as an acceptor, resulting in the hole doping from the surface to the matrix. 

As the ratio of Bi nanocrystals increases, the hole concentration increases 

and the mobility decreases. If off-stoichiometric Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3.2 ball-

milled particles (~70 nm) are used instead of Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 particles, 
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excess Te reacts with Bi nanocrystals. In this case, the surface 

composition is nearly stoichiometric and has little doping effect.  
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Figure 1.13 (a) ZT value as a function of temperature for PbS and Ag-

PbS nanocomposites. (b) Schematic band structure with different volume 

fraction of Ag at the interface. (from Ref. [9b] Ibanez, M.; Luo, Z.; Genc, 

A.; Piveteau, L.; Ortega, S.; Cadavid, D.; Dobrozhan, O.; Liu, Y.; 

Nachtegaal, M.; Zebarjadi, M.; Arbiol, J.; Kovalenko, M. V.; Cabot, A. 

Nat. Commun. 2016, 7, 10766.) 
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1.3.3 Heterostructured Nanocrystals 

Combinatorial blending has allowed the transport properties of 

nanostructured bulk to be controlled, but still limited to achieving a 

uniform distribution at the nano/meso-scale. A suitable strategy to 

overcome this limitation is to design and synthesize the heterostructured 

nanomaterials composed of the desired phases.  

The carrier type and concentration are influenced by the ratio of the 

phases of which the heterostructured nanomaterials are composed. For 

example, PbTe nanomaterials show p-type characteristics, whereas 

nanoparticles with more than 33% contents of PtTe2 show n-type 

conduction, and the carrier concentration increases.[10a] Ramanath group 

demonstrated the possibility of tuning the Seebeck coefficient via Te 

heterostructuring. The absolute value of the Seebeck coefficient for the 

n-type Bi2Te3 nanoplates decreases after Te heterostructuring, whereas 

the Seebeck coefficient increases for the p-type Sb2Te3 nanoplates.[10b] 

In PbTe@PbS core-shell nanocrystals, the transport properties are 

dependent on the ratio of PbS and PbTe.[10c] When the ratio of PbS is less 

than 0.4, it exhibits p-type property at room temperature and changes to 

the n-type conduction at an inversion temperature. The inversion 

temperature decreases with increasing the PbS content, probably due to 
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the increased ratio of the minor carrier (electron) involved in the Seebeck 

coefficient. Samples with PbS content greater than 0.4 have n-type 

properties at the whole temperatures range. In addition, the thermal 

conductivity is lower than that of the single component, and the thermal 

conductivity of 0.53 W m–1 K–1 at 710 K was measured in 

(PbTe)0.28(PbS)0.72 (vs. 1.2 for PbTe and 0.77 for PbS). It resulted in a 

high ZT of ~1.1 at 710 K through controlling the phase ratio without 

doping strategy.  

Interfaces formed by different phases selectively scatter carriers. 

According to the formula of Seebeck coefficient S = (S1σ1 + S2σ2)/(σ1 + 

σ2), this filtering effect affects the Seebeck coefficient.[10d] For example, 

the Seebeck coefficient in Ag2Te-PbTe heterostructured bulk (271 μV K–

1 at 380 K) is greater than that in Ag2Te bulk (192 μV K–1 at 380 K). 

Theoretical calculations based on the Boltzmann transport equation 

(BTE) support the experimental results. The interfacial energy barriers 

for both the electron and hole is formed by Ag2Te and PbTe and affects 

the Seebeck coefficient. The electron conduction adversely affects p-type 

Seebeck coefficient. Higher interfacial barrier for electrons reduces the 

contribution of electrons to the electrical conductivity, thereby increasing 

the Seebeck coefficient in the heterostructured bulk.  
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In Bi2Te3-Te heterostructured nanowires, the electrical conductivity 

(3.05 S cm–1 and 600 μV K–1) and the Seebeck coefficient at room 

temperature are larger than those of single-component Te nanowires 

(0.08 S cm–1 and 408 μV K–1).[10e] It is explained by the fact that the 

electrical conductivity of Bi2Te3 is larger than that of Te, and low-energy 

holes are filtered out at the interface. In addition, the low thermal 

conductivity of 0.365 W m–1 K–1 at 300 K was obtained due to the various 

interfaces formed between nanostructures (nanowire-nanowire, 

nanowire-nanoplate, and nanoplates-nanoplate). By the similar reasons, 

Bi2Se3@Bi2Te3 nanoplates, synthesized by epitaxial growth, have n-type 

thermoelectric properties with a high ZT of ~0.71 K at 450 K.[10f] 

Epitaxial heterostructure is an important structure that helps to increase 

power factor while minimizing loss in the electrical conductivity. This 

effect was observed in PbSe/Bi2Se3 heterostructure.[10g] 

In heterostructured materials in combination with appropriate phases, 

the onset temperature occurring the bipolar effect can be increased. The 

bipolar effect is detrimental in the thermoelectric performance because 

thermally activated electrons and holes contribute to the electrical 

conduction, thereby decreasing the Seebeck coefficient and increasing 

the thermal conductivity. Therefore, reducing the bipolar effect is an 
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important issue in the thermoelectric materials. In PbTe-Bi0.7Sb1.3Te3 

nano-heterostructures, the delayed bipolar effects were found.[10h] By 

controlling the ratio of Pb, Sb, Bi, and Te precursors, the ratio of PbTe 

and BiSbTe was controlled. As the content of PbTe increases, the hole 

concentration increases due to the Pb doping effect. The increase in the 

optical band gap due to the Burstein-Moss shift is in line with the Hall 

measurement, confirming the hole doping. Due to the enlarged band gap 

by the doping effect, the temperature at which the bipolar effect occurs 

increases. Accordingly, the temperature showing the maximum Seebeck 

coefficient and the onset temperature at which the thermal conductivity 

rises shift to the higher temperature. In addition, the lattice thermal 

conductivity is reduced by small grain sizes and large amounts of defects. 

Because of these factors, a high ZT over 1 is obtained at 500–600 K, 

which is 100 K higher than the operating temperature of the existing Bi2–

xSbxTe3 material.  
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1.4 Dissertation Overview 

Over the last three decades, nanoscience and nanotechnology have 

been rapidly developed. With the advance in nanochemistry, colloidal 

chemistry has provided an effective synthetic route to produce the 

nanomaterials with the precisely tuned structures and compositions. In 

the current dissertation, the synthesis and applications of two-

dimensional nanostructures have been studied. The thesis is composed 

of two chapters. 

In the first part (Chapter 2), I demonstrate that the MoS2 nanosheets 

with uniform size and thickness are synthesized in a large scale via a 

colloidal chemical method. The synthesized MoS2 nanosheets exhibit 

much narrower size and thickness distribution than those of exfoliated 

MoS2. Additionally, the colloidal stability and the reproducibility allow 

the solution-processed fabrication and integration for a flexible RRAM 

array. The RRAM using the synthesized MoS2 nanosheets presents a 

much higher on/off ratio than that based on exfoliated MoS2. 

Furthermore, the synthesized MoS2 nanosheets are assembled for the 

wafer-scale integration of the RRAM array. 

In the second part (Chapter 3), I describe that SnSe nanoplates with 

dislocations are synthesized via a simple heat-up method. A facile 
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solution synthesis results in the formation of dislocations in SnSe 

nanoplates. TEM analysis demonstrates that the many dislocations are 

left after the consolidation of the SnSe nanoplates by spark plasma 

sintering. Surface treatment with ammonia solution removes the 

impurities on the surface such as oleylamine, iodide ligands, and 

unwanted oxides from nanoplate surface, thereby enhancing the 

electrical conductivity of the sintered pellet accompanied with an 

increased hole concentration. With the ultralow lattice thermal 

conductivity (~0.23 W m–1 K–1) of the unique nanostructured materials, 

a high thermoelectric figure of merit ZT of ~1.1 at 873 K is achieved.  
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Chapter 2. Synthesis of Uniform-Sized 

Molybdenum Disulfide Nanosheets and 

Applications for Wafer-scale Nonvolatile Memory 

2.1 Introduction 

Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) has garnered tremendous attention as 

the key material for post-silicon electronics[1-3] and optoelectronics,[4,5] 

including flexible devices,[6-10] owing to its unique band structure,[11,12] 

high electron mobility,[13,14] atomic-scale thickness,[15,16] and superb 

photoluminescence properties.[17,18] It has been reported that devices 

based on exfoliated MoS2 exhibit excellent performance,[19-21] although 

most of these results have been from individual devices rather than from 

large-scale device arrays. Recent progress in the large-area synthesis of 

MoS2 via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) suggests the possibility of 

fabricating wafer-scale device arrays.[13] However, the performance of 

devices based on CVD MoS2 is still lower than that of devices using 

exfoliated MoS2. The high cost of vapor-phase synthesis in an ultrahigh-

vacuum chamber is another critical issue. The assembly of exfoliated 

MoS2 nanosheets may solve these issues. Nevertheless, the non-
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uniformity observed in large-area device arrays, which is caused by the 

intrinsic polydispersity of the exfoliated MoS2, remains a critical 

problem.[22,23] Therefore, a breakthrough in the uniform synthesis and 

integration of high quality of MoS2 through colloidal chemistry is highly 

desired.[24,25] 

Recently, MoS2-based nonvolatile memory device has been 

considered as a next-generation memory module owing to its excellent 

electrical and mechanical performance even beyond state-of-the-art 

silicon electronic devices.[19] In addition, tremendous efforts to integrate 

novel switching materials such as protein[26] and graphene oxide[27] for 

memory devices have been made to overcome the limitation of the 

conventional devices. 

Here, we will demonstrate a large-scale colloidal synthesis of 

uniform-sized MoS2 nanosheets and their wafer-scale integration to 

fabricate a flexible resistive random access memory (RRAM) array. The 

synthesized MoS2 nanosheets exhibit excellent uniformity in their size 

and thickness distributions, in comparison with exfoliated MoS2. Spray-

coating of the well-dispersed nanosheets forms a uniform film over a 4-

inch wafer. The memory device made from the synthesized MoS2 
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nanosheets outperforms a control device based on exfoliated MoS2, such 

as the extremely high on/off ratio of the RRAM. In addition, the ultrathin 

nature of the assembled MoS2 nanosheets allows the fabrication of 

deformable devices. These results can provide new opportunities for the 

mass-production of uniform and high-quality nanomaterials as well as 

enable the development of deformable electronic devices for future 

wearable and/or mobile devices.  
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2.2 Experimental Section 

2.2.1 Chemicals  

Oleic acid (90%, Sigma-Aldrich, USA), oleylamine (80–90%, Acros 

Organics, USA), MoCl5 (99.6%, Strem Chemicals, USA), 

tetradecylphosphonic acid (98%, Alfa-Aesar, USA), CS2 (>99%, Sigma-

Aldrich), trioctylphosphine (97%, Sigma-Aldrich), 1-butanol (Samchun), 

ethanol (Samchun). 

2.2.2 Synthesis of Colloidal MoS2 Nanosheets 

All the procedures for synthesizing the MoS2 nanosheets were 

performed under inert conditions using an argon-filled glove box and a 

Schlenk line technique. Oleic acid and oleylamine were degassed before 

the use. The precursor solution was prepared as follows. MoCl5 (0.675 

mmol) and tetradecylphosphonic acid (0.06 mmol) in 7.5 mL of oleic 

acid and 50 mL of oleylamine were degassed overnight. After this 

solution mixture was cooled, 1 mL of CS2 was injected into it. Next, 50 

mL of oleylamine in a 250 mL three-neck round-bottom flask was heated 

to 320 °C, and the precursor solution was slowly injected into it using a 

syringe pump for 30 min. After aging for 1.5 h at the same temperature, 

the solution was cooled, and a small amount of trioctylphosphine was 

added to remove the extra sulfur. The MoS2 nanosheets were separated 
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by adding 1-butanol to the solution followed by subsequent 

centrifugation. The nanosheets were then washed with ethanol three 

times and dispersed in various organic solvents such as toluene, pyridine, 

chloroform, and tetrahydrofuran. Exfoliated MoS2 as a control was 

prepared by following a method in the previously reported paper.[22] 

2.2.3 Characterization 

The TEM images were obtained on a JEOL 2100F electron 

microscope operated at 200 kV. High-resolution TEM and scanning 

TEM for statistical analysis were performed using the same microscope. 

High-resolution TEM and high-angle annular dark-field STEM images 

for structural analysis were acquired using a JEM-ARM200F system 

with a spherical aberration corrector (operated at 80 kV) installed at the 

National Center for Inter-university Research Facilities (NCIRF) at 

Seoul National University. The XRD patterns were obtained using a 

D/Max-3C diffractometer equipped with a rotating anode and a Cu Kα 

radiation source (λ = 0.15418 nm). XPS was performed using a Sigma 

Probe (ThermoVG, U.K.) equipped with an Al Kα (1486.8 eV) X-ray 

source. All spectra were corrected using the binding energy of 

adventitious carbon 1s at 284.8 eV. The Raman spectrum was recorded 
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using a LabRam Aramis (Horiba Jobin Yvon) system equipped with an 

Ar-ion laser (λ = 514.5 nm). The optical absorption spectra were 

obtained using a Cary 5000E UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer.  

2.2.4 Spray-Coating of MoS2 Nanosheets 

The substrate was placed on a hot plate that was preheated to 200 °C. 

MoS2 dispersed in pyridine was spray-coated from a distance of 20 cm 

using an airbrush at a pressure of 40 psi (HP-BCP, ANEST IWATA-

MEDEA, Japan). The substrate was placed again on the hot plate for 5 

min to remove the remaining solvent completely. 

2.2.5 Fabrication of Flexible MoS2 RRAM 

First, a polyimide (PI) precursor solution (polyamic acid, Sigma 

Aldrich, USA) was spin-coated at 4000 rpm for 60 s on a SiO2/Si 

substrate (4science, Korea), and the formed film was annealed. This was 

followed by the thermal evaporation of a 100-nm-thick Al film. The Al 

film was patterned by photolithography and wet etching to construct the 

bottom Al electrode. Then, MoS2 nanosheets were spray-coated on the 

substrate and patterned using reactive-ion etching (RIE) (CF4 plasma, 

flow rate of 50 sccm, chamber pressure of 55 mTorr, and RF power of 

100 W for 2 min). Then, an epoxy film (SU-8 2000.5, MicroChem, USA) 
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was spin-coated, and via-holes were patterned. The substrate was 

subsequently annealed on a hot plate at 200 °C for 3 h to fabricate the 

MoS2-MoOx heterostructure. The top Al electrode (100 nm in thickness) 

was deposited and patterned using the same method as that employed for 

the bottom electrode. Finally, a PI layer was spin-coated again and cured 

at 250 °C for 1 h, followed by patterning using RIE (O2 plasma). The 

device, which was now sandwiched between two PI layers, was picked 

up using a piece of thermal-release tape (TW-50R150, Tape world, 

Republic of Korea) and transferred to a flexible substrate (PET) on a 

hotplate at 100 °C. Finally, the electrical measurements were performed 

using a parameter analyzer (B1500A, Agilent, USA). 

2.2.6 Depth Profile Analysis of MoS2-MoOx 

Heterostructure 

The samples for XPS depth profile analysis were prepared as follows. 

Solutions of the synthesized and exfoliated MoS2 nanosheets with equal 

concentration were prepared. The concentration of MoS2 was estimated 

by elemental analysis using inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission 

spectroscopy (Shimadzu). The same amount of each solution was 

sprayed onto the silicon wafer and subsequently annealed under the same 
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condition as mentioned above. The XPS depth profile analysis was 

performed using a K-alpha (Thermo U.K.) system with an Al Kα (1486.8 

eV) X-ray source. The synthesized and exfoliated MoS2-MoOx 

heterostructures were etched by Ar-ion sputtering at 500 eV. The 

photoelectrons were collected from an area with a diameter of 400 μm.  

2.2.7 Measurement of Nanoscale Resistive Switching 

The nanoscale filamentary switching was analyzed in the synthesized 

MoS2-MoOx heterostructure over an area of 600 × 600 nm2 using a local-

current measurement setup consisting of an AFM system (XE-7, Park 

system, Republic of Korea), preamplifier (SR570, Stanford Research 

Systems, USA), and high-voltage source meter (2410, Keithley, USA). 

During the SET operation, a voltage of –10 V was applied to the surface 

of the MoS2-MoOx heterostructure with a compliance current of –0.1 mA, 

while the bottom Al electrode was connected to the ground. The scanning 

rate and force for CAFM in the contact mode were 0.5 Hz and 831 nN, 

respectively. After the SET operation had been performed over the entire 

surface, the current was measured by applying a read voltage (Vread) of –

0.1 V to the MoS2-MoOx heterostructure. The conducting filaments 

could be eliminated by applying a voltage of –2 V by scanning the 
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conducting AFM tip over the selected area (Fig. 2.13a). It is also 

confirmed that the synthesized MoS2-MoOx heterostructure exhibits 

typical URS behavior (Fig. 2.13c). 
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2.3 Results and Discussion 

The colloidal MoS2 nanosheets were synthesized by slowly injecting 

a precursor solution into hot oleylamine using a syringe pump. A detailed 

description of the synthesis and its related schematic illustration are 

supplied in Fig. 2.1. Colloidal chemistry enables the synthesis of MoS2 

nanosheets at a lower temperature than that used in the CVD process, 

and precise control of the synthesis conditions allows large-scale 

production of up to ~2.2 g (inset in Fig. 2.2.a). Low-magnification 

transmission electron microscope (TEM) image (Fig. 2.2a) reveals that 

the nanosheets are mostly two-dimensional, round, and either partly 

aggregated or folded. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) and 

corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern reveal various crystal 

facets on edge sides and lateral planes of the MoS2 nanosheets. 

Specifically, lattice fringes with a spacing of 0.27 nm and 0.16 nm at the 

lateral planes that correspond to (1010) and (1120) facets of hexagonal 

2H-MoS2, respectively, are observed (Fig. 2.2b and its inset). The 

nanosheets are vertically stacked with an interlayer spacing of 0.7 nm, as 

observed by scanning TEM (STEM) (Fig. 2.2e). The anisotropic nature 

of the synthesized MoS2 nanosheets can be further characterized by the 

relative intensity and sharpness of peaks in the X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
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pattern (Fig. 2.3a). The reflections of (1010) and (1120) peaks from the 

lateral plane are strong and sharp, while the (0002) peak for the vertical 

axis (inset in Fig. 2.3a) is weak and broad.[28] Furthermore, the number 

of the synthesized MoS2 layers is estimated by using Raman 

spectroscopy.[29] Typical vibrations of hexagonal MoS2, E
1

2g and A1g, are 

observed clearly in the Raman spectrum (Fig. 2.3b), with the peak 

difference of ~22 cm–1, which indicates that the synthesized MoS2 

nanosheets have approximately two layers. Finally, the X-ray 

photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) analysis in Fig. 2.3c and d shows that 

the chemical states and coordination geometry of the synthesized MoS2 

nanosheets are the same as those of the exfoliated MoS2, demonstrating 

that oxidation does not occur during the synthesis and purification 

process. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic illustration for the synthesis of colloidal MoS2 

nanosheets. The sequential synthesis procedures of colloidal MoS2 

nanosheets are shown, which are synthesized by slowly injecting a 

precursor solution into the hot oleylamine by using a syringe pump. 

Photos of degassed solution and precursor solution are shown.  
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Figure 2.2 (a) Low-magnification TEM image of the synthesized MoS2 

nanosheets. The inset shows the amount of MoS2 produced by the large-

scale synthesis. (b) HRTEM image showing the (0001) plane of the MoS2 

nanosheets. The corresponding FFT pattern is shown in the inset. (c–e) 

STEM images of MoS2 nanosheets on the lacey carbon TEM grid from 

low to high magnification. Polycrystalline and stacking nature of 

nanosheets are observed. (f) A HAADF-STEM image of the MoS2 

nanosheets indicates the atomic structure of MoS2 (The image is filtered 

using FFT mask for clarity). Since MoS2 nanosheets are partly bent, 

hexagonal structure is slightly distorted. Defect sites such as vacancies 

and antisites are found such as in a red dashed circle.[30]  
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Figure 2.3 (a) XRD pattern of the synthesized MoS2 nanosheets; the 

vertical lines (red) represent the reference pattern of hexagonal 2H-MoS2 

(JCPDS 75-1539). The inset shows a schematic illustration of the 

structure. (b) Raman spectrum showing the vibration modes E1
2g and A1g. 

The inset shows each vibration mode using the ball-and-stick model. (c) 

The Mo 3d and S 2s and (d) S 2p XPS peaks of the synthesized (red) and 

exfoliated (blue) MoS2 nanosheets.  
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In an effort to understand the formation mechanism of the MoS2 

nanosheets, aliquots taken at different aging periods were investigated 

by using the UV-visible (UV-vis) absorption spectra, Raman spectra, and 

TEM images. The A and B excitonic peaks[11] observed between 600 and 

700 nm in the absorption spectra are red-shifted and become narrower 

after aging for 2 h (Fig. 2.4b). In addition, TEM images and Raman 

spectra indicate that the mixture of amorphous particles and crystalline 

MoS2 nanosheets formed at an early stage grows into a lateral direction 

and becomes more crystalline with aging (Fig. 2.4a and c). This growth 

process is similar to that of other transition metal selenide nanosheets.[31] 

Apart from the aging time, it is also important to understand the role of 

solvents and precursors as can be seen in Fig. 2.5. The resulting colloidal 

MoS2 nanosheets are well-dispersed in various organic solvents without 

any aggregation for a few weeks (Fig. 2.6), which is highly advantageous 

for further processing and device applications. 
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Figure 2.4 (a) TEM images, (b) UV-vis absorption spectra (c) Raman 

spectra of the aliquots extracted from the reaction batch along aging time. 

White arrows indicate the primary particles, which disappear during 

aging. Full-width at half maximum (FWHM) at (d) E1
2g and (e) A1g is 

observed during reaction time. Saturated FWHM value is visualized by 

green dashed lines.  
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Figure 2.5 UV-vis spectra of the MoS2 nanosheets, which were 

synthesized using different (a) solvents and (b) sulfur precursors 

((TMS)2S is the abbreviation of bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide). When 

Oleylamine and CS2 is used, typical absorption spectra of MoS2 is 

observed, showing the high quality of synthesized MoS2 nanosheets. 

Oleylamine acts as a both solvent and reducing agent, and CS2 is the 

reactive precursors to successfully synthesize MoS2 nanosheets. 
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Figure 2.6 (a) Photographs of the MoS2 nanosheets dispersed in 4 

different organic solvents (CHCl3, THF, pyridine, and toluene). (b) 

Normalized absorbance of MoS2 nanosheets dispersion in 4 different 

organic solvents at 605 nm as a function of time. All absorbance values 

are divided by the intensities of corresponding solvent dispersions 

measured at the first time. Each MoS2 nanosheets dispersion is stable for 

at least 400 h. Since MoS2 nanosheets dispersed in toluene are readily 

adsorbed on the surface of a cuvette, absorbance decreases during each 

measurement, but no visible precipitation was observed. 
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The uniformity of semiconducting materials used in devices is an 

important factor affecting the performance and yield of microelectronics, 

particularly for mass-produced devices such as random access memory. 

To determine the uniformity of the synthesized MoS2 nanosheets, their 

size and thickness distributions, and thereby their morphological 

uniformity, are characterized and compared to those of exfoliated MoS2 

using STEM and HRTEM. Fig. 2.7a shows that the average lateral size 

of the synthesized nanosheets is ~89 nm and that their size distribution 

is much narrower than that of the exfoliated MoS2. The average layer 

number of the synthesized MoS2 nanosheets also shows a smaller 

deviance than that of the exfoliated MoS2 (Fig. 2.7b). Furthermore, the 

size and thickness distributions of three different batches of the 

synthesized MoS2 nanosheets overlap each other, suggesting that the 

proposed synthesis method is highly reproducible (inset in Fig. 2.7b). 

Fig. 2.8 reveals the characterization of MoS2 nanosheets that were 

synthesized in large scale. The resultant MoS2 nanosheets (named as L-

MoS2 nanosheets) present the similar UV-vis absorption spectrum to that 

of MoS2 nanosheets synthesized in small scale, showing the comparable 

quality each other (Fig. 2.8c). The lateral size of the L-MoS2 nanosheets 

increases, whereas their thickness retains as two layers. It may result 
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from the larger temperature gradient as the reaction volume increases, 

and the nucleation and growth mechanism get influenced during the 

formation of MoS2 nanosheets. 
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Figure 2.7 Statistical data of the (a) diameter and (b) number of layers 

of the synthesized (red) and exfoliated (blue) MoS2 nanosheets. The inset 

in (b) shows the reproducibility, which was determined by measuring the 

diameter and number of layers of MoS2 nanosheets produced from three 

different batches (red dot (batch A), green dot (batch B), purple dot 

(batch C)).  
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Figure 2.8 Fundamental properties of synthesized MoS2 nanosheets 

produced in a scaled-up batch are measured through (a) TEM, (b) XRD, 

(c) UV-vis absorption spectroscopy, and (d) Raman spectroscopy. 

Statistical analysis of (e) size and (f) thickness distribution of MoS2 

nanosheets is performed. MoS2 nanosheets with better crystallinity were 

synthesized through scale-up and similar relative standard deviations of 

both size and thickness of MoS2 nanosheets were identified. 
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Uniform MoS2 nanosheets can be used in various electronic 

devices.[5,14,27,32] In this study, the next-generation nonvolatile data 

storage device, RRAM, is focused. MoS2 nanosheets are assembled 

using a spray-coating method at a low temperature without additional 

surface treatment, which enables the facile fabrication on deformable 

plastic substrates. The optimized control of the junction interface of the 

MoS2-MoOx heterostructure, which contains defect-induced mobile 

carriers, enables the significant improvement of the RRAM performance. 

An ultrathin film of the layered MoS2-MoOx heterostructure is formed 

on a patterned Al bottom electrode through spray-coating and subsequent 

thermal annealing (200 °C, 3 h) of the synthesized MoS2 nanosheets (Fig. 

2.9a). This process oxidizes the surface of the MoS2 nanosheets, thereby 

forming the heterostructure.[19] The thermal evaporation and patterning 

of the Al top electrode completes the fabrication of the RRAM (Fig. 

2.10). The HRTEM image in Fig. 2.9b shows the MoS2-MoOx 

heterostructure sandwiched between the top and bottom Al electrode. A 

similar structure is also fabricated using exfoliated MoS2 (Fig. 2.11a) 

with the same fabrication process to serve as a control for the electrical 

characterization. 
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As can be seen from the current-voltage (I-V) curves (Fig. 2.9c and 

d), the initial state of the RRAM is the high-resistance state (HRS) and 

the application of a negative voltage (“SET”) causes a shift to a low-

resistance state (LRS). A negative voltage (“RESET”) switches the 

device from the LRS back to the HRS. The I-V curves show unipolar-

resistive-switching (URS) characteristics. The device without the MoS2 

nanosheets, i.e., that with the Al-MoOx-Al structure, does not show this 

switching behavior (Fig. 2.11b). The linear I-V curves are governed by 

ohmic conduction at low voltage (Fig. 2.11c and d) and by Poole-Frenkel 

emission at high voltage (Fig. 2.11e and f).[33] This can be ascribed to the 

defect-induced mobile carriers in the MoS2-MoOx heterostructure and 

the Schottky barrier modulation between the Al electrode and the MoOx 

layer. 

The switching mechanism of the MoS2-MoOx heterostructure can be 

explained based on the migration of the oxygen vacancies. After spray-

coating and the subsequent annealing process, the MoS2-MoOx 

heterostructure is formed. This heterostructure contains abundant 

oxygen vacancies, which act as electron-trapping sites. When a negative 

bias is applied to the top Al electrode under a compliance current (Icc) of 

–1 mA, the oxygen vacancies move to the top electrode and become 
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aligned, forming a conducting filament. An ohmic contact is formed at 

the Al electrode/MoS2 interface, since the work function of Al (4.3 eV) 

is similar to the conduction band minimum of MoS2 (4.2 eV). MoS2 plays 

a critical role as a buffer layer, providing electrons. The conduction 

mechanism can be better understood through an analysis of the I-V 

characteristics (Fig. 2.9c and d). Fig. 2.11c and d show the I-V 

characteristics plotted using log scales. Both the LRS and the HRS have 

linear regions with slopes of ~1. However, the HRS has a nonlinear 

region in the high-voltage region. This indicates that both the LRS and 

the HRS exhibit Ohmic behavior in the low-voltage regime and 

additional conduction mechanisms govern the HRS in the high-voltage 

regime. Fig. 2.11e and f suggest that the device exhibits the Poole-

Frenkel emission at high voltages, which is primarily caused by the 

electrons hopping between the trap sites.[33-35] When a negative bias is 

applied to the top Al electrode, the conducting filaments are ruptured by 

the Joule heating effect.  
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Figure 2.9 Resistive switching of the MoS2-MoOx heterostructure. (a) 

Schematic illustration of the RRAM (top) and an exploded view showing 

the layered structures (bottom). The layered MoS2-MoOx heterostructure 

is sandwiched between the top and bottom Al electrode. (b) Cross-

sectional TEM image of the synthesized MoS2 RRAM device. I-V 

characteristics of the RRAM devices based on (c) the synthesized and (d) 

exfoliated MoS2 nanosheets. The SET (red) and RESET (blue) 

operations of each device exhibit the URS behavior. The SET operation 

is performed under a compliance current of –1 mA. 
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Figure 2.10 The bottom Al electrodes are firstly deposited and patterned 

on a PI/SiO2/Si substrate, followed by spray-coating of the MoS2 

nanosheets. The nanosheets are subsequently patterned by RIE, and the 

epoxy film with via-holes is then generated. The top Al electrodes are 

deposited and patterned, and finally, a top PI layer is coated and the 

devices are transferred onto a flexible substrate. 
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Figure 2.11 (a) A cross-sectional TEM image of the exfoliated MoS2 

RRAM device. (b) I-V characteristics of the device without the MoS2 

nanosheets. Log-log plots showing the HRS and LRS of (c) synthesized 

MoS2 RRAM and (d) exfoliated MoS2 RRAM. The plot of ln(I/V) as a 

function of the square root of V for (e) the synthesized MoS2 RRAM and 

(f) the exfoliated MoS2 RRAM. The linear fits show a Poole-Frenkel 

emission.  
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Several important performance factors of the RRAM are evaluated. 

The most noticeable point is the high on/off ratio of the synthesized 

MoS2 RRAM, which is ~10,000 times higher than that of the memory 

based on exfoliated MoS2 (Fig. 2.9c and d). This dramatic increase is 

attributed to the high density of oxidative sites in the synthesized MoS2-

MoOx heterostructure, which increases the resistance in the low-voltage 

region. In that regard, the XPS depth profile confirms that the Mo6+ 

oxidation states of the synthesized MoS2-MoOx heterostructure are more 

densely populated than those of the exfoliated one (Fig. 2.12a). The high 

density of oxidative sites seems to be derived from the polycrystalline 

nature of the MoS2 nanosheets, which have defect sites that are observed 

in the atomic-resolution STEM images (Fig. 2.2). The retention 

properties of the synthesized MoS2 RRAM are characterized at elevated 

temperatures (85 and 150 °C). A retention time reaching 10,000 s is 

confirmed (Fig. 2.12b). Furthermore, the device exhibits reliable 

performance under repetitive sweeping over 100 cycles (inset in Fig. 

2.12b). 
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Figure 2.12 (a) Depth profiles of the Mo6+ population in the synthesized 

and the exfoliated MoS2-MoOx heterostructures. (b) Retention test of the 

RRAM based on the synthesized MoS2 nanosheets at 85 and 150 °C. The 

inset shows the endurance performance under repetitive sweeping for 

100 cycles at a read voltage of –0.1 V. 
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Scaling down device dimensions to the nanometer scale is important 

from a practical viewpoint. Conducting atomic force microscopy 

(CAFM) is used to verify the generation of conducting filaments at the 

submicron scale (Fig. 2.13).[36] The density of the conducting filaments 

in the synthesized MoS2-MoOx heterostructure is high enough for the 

nanoscale operation of RRAM. The conducting filaments can be 

eliminated locally under the RESET bias (Fig. 2.13a).  
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Figure 2.13 (a) CAFM analysis of the synthesized MoS2 RRAM, which 

shows locally eliminated conducting filaments. (b) CAFM analysis of 

the synthesized MoS2-MoOx heterostructure in the LRS region. (c) I-V 

characteristics of the synthesized MoS2 RRAM using a top Pt electrode. 
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Wafer-scale RRAM devices composed of 9 crossbar arrays (10 × 10 

for each array) and 18,566 individual cells are shown in Fig. 2.14a. 

Photographs and magnified optical microscope images of the dotted box 

regions are shown in Fig. 2.14b and c. The spray-coating process is 

extremely advantageous in terms of scalability and throughput. Thus, 

this process is more suitable for highly uniform assembly of the 

synthesized MoS2 nanosheets on 4-inch wafers than spin-coating 

method.[37] The uniformity of the material properties of the assembled 

film is analyzed at five representative points of the 4-inch wafer (Fig. 

2.15a) using Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 2.15a) and XPS (Fig. 2.15b). The 

E1
2g and A1g Raman peaks and the Mo 3d and S 2s XPS peaks for the 

five locations are almost identical. The Mo 3d peaks correspond to the 

higher oxidation states of the MoS2-MoOx heterostructure. The 

assembled MoS2-MoOx film can be patterned using high-resolution 

photolithography and CF4 plasma etching (Fig. 2.16). Although the film 

thickness of the spray-coated MoS2-MoOx heterostructure varies 

between tens and hundreds of nanometers (Fig. 2.17), the RRAM shows 

uniform electrical characteristics (Fig. 2.18), since the critical operation 

of the RRAM occurs at the junction interface. The uniformity of the film 

thickness can be improved using other integration processes such as the 
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wafer-scale Langmuir Blodgett assembly method.[8] According to 

statistical data, the on/off ratio of the synthesized MoS2 RRAM in the 

array is much higher than that of the device based on exfoliated MoS2 

(Fig. 2.18a), even though their operational voltages are similar (Fig. 

2.18b). Furthermore, the statistical results indicate typical filamentary 

resistive switching behavior, since the LRS and HRS are independent of 

the cell area (Fig. 2.19a and b).[38] The device characteristics of the 10 × 

10 crossbar RRAM array are similar to those of the individual cells (Fig. 

2.19c and d). 
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Figure 2.14 (a) An image of wafer-scale MoS2 RRAM arrays composed 

of 9 crossbar arrays (10 × 10) and 18,566 individual cells. A magnified 

image of (b) a crossbar array (10 × 10) and (c) an individual cell. The 

inset in (b) and (c) shows a microscope image. The area of the cell is 

3600 μm2 in the crossbar array and 900 μm2 in an individual cell.
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Figure 2.15 (a) Raman and (b) XPS spectra of a film of the MoS2-MoOx 

heterostructure assembled by the spray-coating on a Si wafer, showing 

good uniformity at five different points (T (top), L (left), C (center), R 

(right), and B (bottom); inset). XPS peaks were deconvoluted to show 

oxidation states of molybdenum.  
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Figure 2.16 (a) An image taken using an optical camera and (b) an 

enlarged image of the dotted box. The MoS2-MoOx layer is patterned by 

standard photolithography and RIE (CF4 plasma). 
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Figure 2.17 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis of the spray-

coated MoS2.The film thicknesses of the spray-coated MoS2-MoOx are 

measured at five different regions.  
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Figure 2.18 The cumulative probability of the (a) resistance and (b) 

switching voltage for the RRAM devices based on the synthesized (red, 

50 cells) and exfoliated (blue, 50 cells) MoS2 nanosheets.   
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Figure 2.19 Cumulative probability plot of (a) the switching voltage and 

(b) resistance at a read voltage of –0.1 V measured from the synthesized 

MoS2 RRAM devices. There are three different cell sizes and 50 cells 

from each size were randomly measured. Cumulative probability plot of 

(c) the switching voltage and (d) resistance at a read voltage –0.1 V 

measured from the crossbar arrays (10 × 10) of the synthesized MoS2 

RRAM. 20 cells were randomly measured. 
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The ultrathin nature of the MoS2 RRAM devices makes them suitable 

for various applications, including deformable and/or wearable 

electronics.[39-42] Fig. 2.20 shows a deformed RRAM array on a flexible 

polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate. As the substrate becomes 

thinner, the RRAM array becomes ultradeformable and can be laminated 

over curvilinear surfaces such as human skin (Fig. 2.21a). The ultralow 

thickness also minimizes the overall weight dramatically (Fig. 2.21b and 

d). To characterize the mechanical deformability of the memory array, 

the strain distribution on the surface of the MoS2-MoOx heterostructure 

is estimated through a finite element analysis (FEA; Fig. 2.22). The 

minimization of the induced strains by using ultrathin and neutral 

mechanical plane designs results in good device performance even after 

repetitive deformation with a bending radius as low as 3 mm (Fig. 2.22). 
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Figure 2.20 (a) Bending test images (top) of the MoS2 RRAM device 

and the corresponding strain distributions (bottom) obtained through 

FEA at the bending radii of ∞ to 3 mm. (b) The resistance of the MoS2 

RRAM device as a function of the inverse of the bending radius, showing 

that both the LRS and the HRS are maintained even after the flexible 

device has been bent with a radius as small as 3 mm. A plot of the 

maximum principal strain of the MoS2-MoOx heterostructure as a 

function of the bending radius is shown in the inset. (c) A photograph of 

the flexible MoS2 RRAM arrays formed on a PET substrate.  
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Figure 2.21 (a) Images of the transfer process of the MoS2 array from 

the mother substrate onto skin using a thermal release tape. The weight 

of the RRAM arrays on (b) a rigid substrate (PI/RRAM/PI/SiO2/Si 

wafer), (c) a thin PI film (PI/RRAM/PI/PI film) and (d) an ultrathin 

substrate (PI/RRAM/PI).  
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2.4 Conclusion 

In summary, uniform colloidal MoS2 nanosheets were synthesized at 

large-scale by using a hot-injection process, and their physical and 

chemical properties were extensively characterized by TEM, XRD, XPS, 

and UV-vis and Raman spectroscopy. The statistical analysis of the 

characterization data confirmed that the synthesized MoS2 nanosheets 

exhibit significantly higher morphological uniformity than exfoliated 

MoS2. Such material uniformity allowed the wafer-scale fabrication of a 

MoS2 RRAM array with excellent and uniform performance. It also 

enables the fabrication of a novel flexible data storage. These advances 

will provide many new opportunities in the fabrication of wearable 

and/or mobile electronics. 

 

**Parts of this chapter were published in the article, “Colloidal Synthesis 

of Uniform-Sized Molybdenum Disulfide Nanosheets for Wafer-Scale 

Flexible Nonvolatile Memory.” (Advanced Materials 2016, 28, 9326)  
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Chapter 3. Synthesis and Surface Treatment of 

SnSe Nanoplates for Thermoelectric Application 

3.1 Introduction 

Over the past decades, nanochemistry has provided effective 

ways to synthesize inorganic semiconductor nanomaterials with 

unique properties resulting from particular structures and 

compositions.[1–2] Recently, controlling the defects such as point 

defects (doping), dislocations, and grain boundaries in nanocrystals 

has emerged as an important issue.[3–4] Defects have profound 

effects on all physicochemical properties of a material, thus serving 

as a tool to achieve the performance of the nanocrystals required 

for a variety of applications including catalysts,[5–6] optics,[7] and 

thermoelectric devices.[8–11] For examples, the nanocrystals with 

stacking faults and twin boundaries, where thermal transport is 

hindered, have resulted in the decrease of thermal conductivity, 

thereby improving the thermoelectric efficiency.[8,11] In this regard, 

the development of the synthetic methods for defect-introduced 

nanomaterials is one of the important goals in nanoscience. 
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Aside from the defect engineering of the inorganic nanocrystals, 

optimizing the surface chemistry of nanocrystals is another critical 

step toward obtaining high-quality materials for their use in many 

applications.[12] Typically, on the surface of the nanocrystals 

synthesized through colloidal chemistry, surfactants used to control 

the formation of nanocrystals remain and provide colloidal stability. 

However, they can limit interparticle connectivity and impede the 

access of reactants toward the nanocrystal surface, making it 

detrimental to use in optoelectronics,[13–15] thermoelectrics,[8,16–20] 

and catalysis.[21] Therefore, surface treatment to remove surfactants 

has continuously been in demand. In addition, it has increasingly 

become clear that the surface chemistry of nanocrystals can act as 

a powerful platform to influence the properties of nanocrystals. 

Current studies have revealed that surface reactions for the 

introduction of various organic and inorganic ligands can be 

employed to control the physical properties of nanocrystals such as 

absolute energy levels,[22] doping levels,[18,23] and carrier types.[24] 

Further, the surface ligands of the nanocrystals affect the sintering 

behavior of the nanocrystals[25] and also provide additional 

functionalities by generating structural disorders[19] and secondary 
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phases.[20] Accordingly, the control of surface ligands is important 

and highly desired to achieve high performance device. 

Recently, tin selenide (SnSe) nanocrystals have attracted 

considerable attention as a promising p-type IV–VI semiconductor 

that can replace nanocrystals containing cadmium and lead due to 

their earth abundance and low toxicity. The absorption of SnSe 

nanocrystals in the near-infrared spectral region has made them 

potential in optoelectronics.[26–28] Moreover, recent reports have 

demonstrated the remarkable thermoelectric performance of SnSe 

crystals due to their unique band structure and structural chemistry 

and led to the research on SnSe nanocrystals as thermoelectric 

materials.[29–30] 

Herein, we will demonstrate the large-scale colloidal synthesis 

of dislocation-introduced SnSe nanoplates via a facile heat-up 

method and effective surface treatment to enhance thermoelectric 

performance. Using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), it is 

revealed that the grains of SnSe nanoplates contain a high density 

of dislocations (~2 × 1011 cm–2) that has not been observed in 

previous SnSe nanomaterials and pristine SnSe. It is also observed 

that during the growth of SnSe nanoplates, imperfect oriented 
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attachment,[31] which is proposed to explain the defect generation 

in nanocrystals, contributes to the dislocation formation in SnSe 

nanoplates 

For thermoelectric characterization, SnSe nanoplates were 

consolidated into a dense pellet by spark-plasma sintering (SPS). 

The pellet shows relatively low thermal conductivity (κtot) but poor 

electrical conductivity (σ) due to low hole concentration (∼1.5 × 

1014 cm–3). It is hypothesized that the low hole concentration results 

from the surface impurities of SnSe nanoplates such as native 

organic ligands, iodide ligands, and unwanted surface oxides, 

which are revealed by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and X-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). In order to remove these 

impurities, the nanoplates were treated with ammonia solution. 

Ammonia is an inorganic molecular ligand that is produced in 

worldwide and can be easily removed during sintering due to its 

low boiling point. We will refer to the SnSe nanoplates treated with 

ammonia solution as NH3-SnSe nanoplates. TGA and XPS data 

show that after ammonia treatment, the surface impurities 

mentioned above are effectively removed. Inductively coupled 

plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) and Raman 
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spectroscopy reveal that the loss of Sn occurs along with the 

elimination of iodide ligands and surface oxides. Subsequent 

consolidation of NH3-SnSe nanoplates produces the dense pellets. 

As a result of the removal of surface impurities, carrier 

concentration of the resultant pellet dramatically increases up to 

~2.1 × 1017 cm–3 without significant damage to mobility, thereby 

enhancing the electrical conductivity. In addition, TEM studies 

show that our unique nanoplates produce a high density of 

dislocations (~3 × 1011 cm–2) and mesoscale grains in the sintered 

NH3-SnSe. These structural elements result in ultralow lattice 

thermal conductivity (~0.23 W m–1 K–1) comparable to that of a 

SnSe single crystal and a high thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT = 

(S2σ/κtot)T, where S is the Seebeck coefficient and T is the absolute 

temperature) of ~1.1 is achieved at 873 K. 
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3.2 Experimental Section 

3.2.1 Starting Materials 

Tin chunk (99.999%, American Elements, US), tin(II) oxide (99.9%, 

Alfa Aesar), tin (IV) oxide (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich), iodine (99.99%, 

Alfa Aesar), selenium (99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich), calcium hydride (95%, 

Alfa Aesar), oleylamine (70%, Sigma-Aldrich), trioctylphosphine (97%, 

Sigma-Aldrich), 7 N ammonia in methanol (Sigma-Aldrich), toluene 

(99.8%, anhydrous, Sigma-Aldrich), acetonitrile (99.8%, anhydrous, 

Sigma-Aldrich), methanol (99.8%, anhydrous, Sigma-Aldrich). 

Hydrochloric acid (35–37%, Samchun Chemical). All chemicals were 

used without any further purification, except for oleylamine, which was 

degassed at 100 °C for 3 h under vacuum followed by drying with 

calcium hydride for 5 days. 

3.2.2 Preparation of Tin Iodide 

Tin iodide was prepared following a modified procedure.[32] Briefly, 

25 g of tin and 150 mL of 2 M hydrochloric acid was loaded in a 3-

necked 250 mL bottom-round flask under Ar flow followed by addition 

of 35 g of iodine. The mixture was refluxed. When iodine vapor 

disappeared, 25 mL of 2 M hydrochloric acid was added. A small amount 
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of tin chunk was added until a yellow solution was obtained and 

unreacted tin chunk became lustrous. The unreacted tin chunk was 

separated from yellow solution by decanting the solution to another 250 

mL 3-necked flask under Ar flow. The solution left to cool overnight. 

Shiny, needle-shaped, red crystals were separated by suction filtration in 

the vacuum under Ar flow followed by drying in the vacuum at 50 oC 

overnight. The dry crystals were transferred in fused silica tube (300 mm 

length and 18 mm OD). The tube was placed in a heating jacket and 

heated to 350 oC under vacuum. After cooling, the tube was transferred 

and stored in an Ar-filled glovebox and tin iodide was used after grinding. 

3.2.3 Synthesis of SnSe Nanoplates and NH3-SnSe 

Nanoplates 

All the syntheses were carried out under inert atmosphere using 

standard Schlenk line technique and glove box. 6.706 g of tin iodide and 

1.421 g of selenium were added in 180 mL of dry oleylamine. The 

solution was heated up to 150 °C, followed by aging for 5 h. After 

cooling the solution, the product was separated and washed several times 

using centrifugation at 9000 rpm. The product was dried overnight under 

vacuum. For the synthesis of NH3-SnSe nanoplates, the as-prepared 
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SnSe nanoplates were reacted with 7 N ammonia in methanol under 

stirring for 12 h. Finally, the product was washed with methanol and 

dried under vacuum. 

3.2.4 Spark Plasma Sintering 

The SnSe nanopowders were annealed at 350 oC under 5% H2/95% 

Ar flow for 1 h to remove residues. The annealed powders were ground 

and loaded into a graphite die in the glove box. The graphite die was 

taken out of the glovebox and placed in a spark plasma system (SPS-

211Lx, Fuji Electronic Industrial Co., Japan). The sample chamber was 

evacuated to a vacuum of ~2.0 × 10–2 torr, and the samples in graphite 

die were sintered at 783 K for 10 min under an axial pressure of 50 MPa 

under vacuum. 

3.2.5 Characterizations 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-resolution TEM 

(HRTEM) images were obtained using a JEM-2100F (JEOL) operating 

at 200 kV. Scanning TEM (STEM) and energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) analysis were performed using a Tecnai F20 (FEI) 

equipped with an EDAX Tecnai 136-5 detector. The cross-sectional 

sample was prepared by focused ion beam (FIB, Helios 650, FEG, FEI) 
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with a dual beam microscope using gallium ion milling. Atomic 

resolution images and elemental mappings were obtained using a 

spherical aberration-corrected JEM ARM-200F microscope (Cold FEG 

Type, JEOL) equipped with a SDD type EDS detector at 200 kV. The 

field emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were 

collected using MERLIN Compact (Zeiss). XRD patterns were obtained 

using a D/Max-3C diffractometer (Rigaku) equipped with a rotating 

anode and a Cu Kα radiation source (λ = 0.15418 nm). The XPS spectra 

were recorded using a K-Alpha XPS System (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

equipped with an Al Kα (1486.6 eV) X-ray source. All spectra were 

corrected using the binding energy of adventitious carbon 1s at 284.6 eV. 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) were conducted on a SDT Q600 

apparatus (TA instrument) under Ar flow heating up to 900 K at a heating 

rate of 10 K min–1. Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) data were 

taken on a DSC 214 Polyma instrument (Netzsch) in an aluminum 

crucible with a lid under Ar flow heating up to 823 oC at a heating rate 

of 10 K min–1 and cooling to room temperature at the same rate. The 

elemental compositions were characterized by inductively coupled 

plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES, OPTIMA 8300, 

Perkin-Elmer). The powders were dissolved in aqua regia and diluted 
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with deionized water. Elemental analyses (C, H, and N) were performed 

on a Flash2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis were conducted on a Vertex 70 FT-IR 

spectrometer (Bruker) equipped with a DLATGS detector and a KBr 

substrate with a multilayer coating beam splitter. The Raman spectrum 

was collected using a LabRam Aramis (Horiba Jobin Yvon) system 

equipped with a 785 nm diode laser.  

3.2.6 Electrical and Thermal Transport Property 

Measurements 

The pellets produced after SPS process were cut and polished into 

various shapes and dimensions (Fig. 3.11). The electrical conductivity 

and Seebeck coefficient were simultaneously measured for bar-shaped 

samples with dimensions of ~13 mm × 8 mm × 1 mm under an Ar 

atmosphere in the temperature range of ~300 K to ~873 K using a 

Netzsch SBA 458 Nemesis system. Hall effect measurements were 

conducted using a Lake Shore HMS8407 Hall effect measurement 

system under a magnetic field of 1.5 T. Thermal diffusivities were taken 

for disk-shaped samples with a diameter of 6 mm and a thickness of 1 

mm using a laser flash diffusivity method on a Netzsch LFA 457 
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instrument. The surface of samples were coated with graphite. The total 

thermal conductivity was obtained by the equation κtot = ρ∙D∙Cp, where 

ρ is the mass density, D is the thermal diffusivity, and Cp is the specific 

heat capacity. The mass density was calculated from the geometrical 

dimensions and mass of the sample and Cp was obtained from the 

previous report.[33] The total thermal conductivity is the sum of electronic 

thermal (κelec) and lattice (κlatt) conductivity. κelec is obtained using the 

Wiedemann–Franz law, κelec = L∙σ∙T), where L is the temperature-

dependent Lorenz number and T is the absolute temperature. 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 

In a typical synthesis of SnSe nanoplates, the reaction mixture 

loaded with SnI2, Se, and oleylamine was heated at 150 oC for 5 h. 

Selenium powders were used as Se precursors to replace 

organophosphine selenide and SeO2, which have been used for the 

synthesis of SnSe nanocrystals in previous reports.[26,28,34] 

Synthesis for the SnSe nanocrystals usually proceeds at high 

temperature of 250 oC, whereas the high reactivity of the selenium 

powders enables the decrease of reaction temperature to 150 oC. 

Oleylamine was treated with CaH2 prior to use in the reaction 

because oxygen-containing impurities present in the as-received 

oleylamine can easily oxidize Sn(II) to Sn(IV).[35] Otherwise, the 

formation of SnSe2 is intermittently observed in XRD (Fig. 3.1c 

and d). Due to a facile heat-up method, the synthesis of SnSe 

nanoplates allows high yield (>90%) and scalability with the 

production of ~3.4 g per batch (Fig. 3.1b). TEM images show that 

SnSe nanoplates are composed of small-plate structures, exhibiting 

a nearly rectangular morphology and a side length of 100–150 nm 

with a thickness of ~25 nm (Fig. 3.1a). Powder XRD pattern of 

SnSe nanoplates is clearly indexed to orthorhombic SnSe structure, 
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with no noticeable impurities such as SnSe2 (Fig. 3.1c). The 

intensity ratio of (400) peak to (011) peak for SnSe nanoplates, 

which corresponds to the a-axis and the bc-plane, respectively, is 

smaller than that for standard reference, displaying their anisotropic 

nature. Chemical composition of SnSe nanoplates determined by 

ICP-AES agrees well with the nominal composition of SnSe. 
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Figure 3.1 (a) TEM image of as-synthesized SnSe nanoplates. (b) 

Photograph showing a production scale for nanopowders of ~3.4 g per 

batch. (c) Powder XRD patterns of SnSe nanoplates synthesized by using 

CaH2-treated oleylamine (OLAM) and untreated OLAM. (d) Magnified 

XRD pattern of 2θ between 10o and 20o in (c). Standard reference XRD 

peaks of SnSe and SnSe2 are represented in black line (JCPDS 48-1224) 

and green line (JCPDS 23-0602), respectively.  
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For the structural analysis, we performed high-resolution TEM 

(HRTEM) studies on the SnSe nanoplates (Fig. 3.2). HRTEM 

image of SnSe nanoplates shows polycrystalline nature (Fig. 3.2b). 

While fast-Fourier transform (FFT) patterns taken from Area I and 

Area I’ are same, the FFT patterns obtained from Area I and Area 

II, show different orientations (Fig. 3.2c). It is regarded that Area I 

and Area I’ share the same grain, but the grain of Area II is 

misoriented with that of Area I with a high-angle of ~87o. 

Interestingly, the array of dislocations is observed at the interface 

between Area I and Area II (Fig. 3.2d and e). Moreover, the lattices 

of the Area I’ and Area II have a mirror-image relationship. To 

understand the atomic arrangement near the interfaces between 

three regions, the atomic positions of Sn and Se are schematically 

illustrated in Fig. 3.2f. Assuming that Area I’ and Area II have a 

twinning relationship with a {011} twin boundary, the angle 

between (002) planes from Area I and Area II is calculated to be 

86.01o, which is comparable to the observed value. Furthermore, 

twinning induces an open gap between the Area I and Area II, 

marked by a white circle in Fig. 3.2f. Therefore, we suggest that 

twinning can provide a way to introduce the dislocations to fill the 
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gap. In addition to the dislocations in the grain boundary, we 

observed the dislocations that are located in the grain of SnSe 

nanoplates (Fig. 3.3). The average dislocation density inside the 

grains is estimated to be ~2 × 1011 cm–2 from collected images, 

which is much higher than that typically measured in 

semiconductors (103–106 cm–2).[3] 
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Figure 3.2 (a) Medium-magnification TEM image of SnSe nanoplates. 

(b) High-magnification TEM image in the box marked in (a). A yellow 

dashed line roughly shows a twin boundary (TB). (c) FFT patterns in (i) 

whole area, (ii) Area I, (iii) Area I’, and (iv) Area II in (b). The inset of 

(i) shows the magnified patterns marked by arrow. (d) High-

magnification TEM image in the box of (b). The dislocations are shown 

by a T-shaped symbol. (e) Inverse FFT image of the white box in (d) 

clearly showing a dislocation-introduced region. White dashed lines are 

overlaid on the {011} planes as guides. (f) Schematic illustration of the 

twinned structure in (b). The edges of rhombus are {011} planes and a 

yellow line shows the twin boundary.   
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Figure 3.3 (a) Medium-magnification TEM image of SnSe nanoplates. 

(b) High-magnification TEM image in the box of (a). The inset shows a 

corresponding FFT pattern along the [100] axis. (c, d) Enlarged high-

magnification TEM image (upper) from the box and corresponding 

inverse FFT image (bottom) in (b). The dislocations are shown by a T-

shaped symbol. White dashed lines are overlaid on the (011) planes as 

guides.   
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In an effort to understand the formation mechanism of the 

dislocations, we investigated TEM images of aliquots taken at 

different aging times (Fig. 3.4). The nanoplates of 10–40 nm in size 

and amorphous nanoparticles of 2–5 nm in diameter produced in 

the early growth stage are gradually crystallized and fused to grow 

into the assembled SnSe nanoplates. This growth process is 

analogous to the oriented attachment growth observed in the 

formation of PbS and SnSe nanosheets.[34,36] Because the two 

colliding nanoparticles are very unlikely to be perfectly aligned, 

defects such as dislocations and twin boundaries often occur at the 

interface of the attached nanoparticles.[31,37] We similarly observed 

the dislocations at the interface of the attached nanoplates in the 

early stage that are misaligned (Fig. 3.5). Twinning is identified in 

the attached nanoplates, and the misorientation angle between the 

(002) planes of each nanoplate is found to be ~87o, which is 

consistent with the observation in the as-synthesized SnSe 

nanoplates. Previous reports showed that misaligned nanoparticles 

become typically single-crystalline by structural rearrangements 

that remove defects during merging process.[38,39] However, in our 

synthetic conditions, the dislocations are not eliminated from the 
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SnSe nanoplates because twin boundaries usually hinder the 

dislocation motion, and the low reaction temperature may not 

provide sufficient driving force to diffuse out the dislocations.[40,41] 

As a result, the dislocations and the misaligned regions are present 

in the SnSe nanoplates as observed during the nanoplates growth. 

Furthermore, the dislocations inside the grain seem to be produced 

in a similar way. In the aspect of thermoelectric performance, dense 

dislocations act as an effective scattering point for phonons, 

reducing thermal conductivity.[10,42] 
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Figure 3.4 Time-dependent growth of SnSe nanoplates. TEM images of 

the aliquots sampled from the reaction batch at (a, b) 0 min, (c, d) 10 min, 

(e) 30 min, and (f) 2 h at 150 oC. The insets in (b) and (d) show 

corresponding FFT patterns, indicating amorphous and crystalline 

nanoparticles, respectively. The nanoplates with the size of 10–40 nm 

and nanoparticles with the diameter of 2–5 nm formed in the early 

growth stage are continuously fused to grow into the SnSe nanoplates.  
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Figure 3.5 (a) HRTEM of attached SnSe nanoplates observed in the early 

stage of growth. White dashed box shows the interface of the attached 

nanoplates. (b) FFT pattern of the white solid box in (a). Colored circles 

with arrows show different SnSe grains (Red: Region I, green: Region 

II). (c) Inverse FFT image of an white solid box by applying masks on 

(020) and (002) spots from each region. (d) Inverse FFT image of the 

selected area of an white solid box by applying masks on {011} spots. 

The dislocations are shown by a T-shaped symbol. White lines are 

overlaid on the {011} planes as guides. Red and green lines show the 

(002) planes in Region I and Region II, respectively. Twin boundary (TB) 

is shown by a yellow line.   
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Nanocrystals synthesized via colloidal methods typically are 

stabilized by bulky organic ligands, which bind on the surface. 

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was performed to 

identify the organic ligands on SnSe nanoplates (Fig. 3.6a). In the 

spectra of SnSe nanoplates, the absorptions at 2800–3000 cm–1 and 

1463 cm–1 are ascribed to the stretching and deformation vibration 

of C–H bonds, respectively. The broad band at 3434 cm–1 and 

absorptions at 1630 cm–1 are assigned to the stretching and 

deformation vibration of N–H bonds. The broadening of N–H 

absorption for SnSe nanoplates compared to that for free 

oleylamine describes that SnSe nanoplates are capped with 

oleylamine. Because organic ligands inhibit charge carrier transport, 

oleylamine needs to be replaced with shorter ligands or removed 

from the surface of nanocrystals. To remove oleylamine, we treated 

SnSe nanoplates with methanolic ammonia solution. Hydrazine is 

typically used to displace the organic ligands from nanocrystals, but 

its strong reductive power makes SnSe completely decomposed.[43] 

Owing to nonreductive property of ammonia solution, on the other 

hand, it has been successfully employed to strip the native ligands 

of nanocrystals, such as Sb(2–x)BixTe3 nanoplatelets and PbTe 
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nanocrystals.[17,44] With the modification of the previous procedure, 

SnSe nanoplates were stirred in 7 N methanolic ammonia solution 

overnight under Ar atmosphere. After the reaction, the 

nanopowders were washed with methanol and dried overnight. The 

intensity of C–H stretching vibration for the resultant powders in 

FTIR spectrum decreases in comparison to that for as-prepared 

nanoplates (Fig. 3.6a). TGA quantitatively supports that ~60% of 

organic ligands are removed after ammonia treatment, consistent 

with the results obtained from elemental analysis (Fig. 3.6b and 

3.7a). The elemental analysis data show that carbon and hydrogen 

contents decrease, whereas nitrogen content is almost maintained 

after ammonia treatment, meaning that oleylamine is detached from 

the surface of nanoplates. Because ammonia and methanol are 

neutral molecules in ammonia solution, exposure of SnSe 

nanoplates to excess ammonia and methanol can drive the exchange 

of oleylamine on the surface with electrical neutrality satisfied.[12] 
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Figure 3.6 (a) Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 

spectra of oleylamine, as-synthesized SnSe nanoplates, and NH3-

SnSe nanoplates. (b) Elemental analysis of SnSe nanoplates and 

NH3-SnSe nanoplates. 
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Figure 3.7 (a) Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of SnSe nanoplates 

and NH3-SnSe nanoplates under Ar flow at a rate of 10 K min–1 up to 

800 K. (b–e) X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) of SnSe nanoplates and 

NH3-SnSe nanoplates. The spectra of (b) Sn 3d, (c) I 3d, and (d) O 1s 

binding energy regions for SnSe nanoplates (upper) and NH3-SnSe 

nanoplates (bottom). R refers to alkyl group and hydrogen in (d). The 

intensity of XPS spectra is normalized to the peak area of Sn 3d. 
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To figure out the chemical states on the surface, we performed 

high resolution XPS analysis and compared the spectra of SnSe 

nanoplates and NH3-SnSe nanoplates. We deconvoluted the 

spectrum of Sn 3d core level for SnSe nanoplates into two profiles, 

indicating that there are two different oxidation states of Sn 

corresponding to Sn2+ (3d5/2 at 485.3 eV) and Sn4+ (3d5/2 at 486.2 

eV) (Fig. 3.7b).[45] The ratio of Sn2+ to Sn4+ remains almost 

identical as ~80% before and after ammonia treatment. The 

proportion is consistent with that of tin chalcogenide nanocrystals 

previously established by 119Sn-Mössbauer spectroscopy.[46] The 

spectrum for SnSe nanoplates in Fig. 3.7c shows the peak at 618.8 

eV corresponding to I 3d5/2 core level because iodide ligands 

derived from Sn precursor, SnI2, are left on the surface after the 

synthesis of SnSe nanoplates. After ammonia treatment, the peak 

intensity significantly decreases, meaning that iodide ligands are 

detached from the surface by ligand exchange reaction. 

Considering the charge neutrality during the ligand exchange 

process, iodide ligands can be removed as a neutral metal-ligand 

complex.[12] To support the principle, we separated and analyzed 

supernatant from NH3-SnSe nanoplates by centrifugation after 
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ammonia treatment. The vibration of Sn–I from supernatant is 

observed in a Raman spectrum and both Sn and I are detected in 

XPS (Fig. S8a–c). Because iodine can act as an n-type dopant, 

removal of iodide ligands is necessary for SnSe to be a p-type 

semiconductor.[47] The evidence for the decrease of undesired oxide 

species during ammonia treatment is found in the O 1s core level 

spectra (Fig. 3.7d). The O 1s spectrum for SnSe nanoplates is fitted 

with two profiles, which correspond to Sn–O (529.9 eV) and Sn–

OH (531.5 eV), respectively.[48] Both peaks are likely to arise from 

a trace of inevitable moisture during synthesis and purification, 

though all process was conducted under inert atmosphere. The O 1s 

spectrum for NH3-SnSe nanoplates is deconvoluted into three peaks, 

which are assigned to Sn–O (530.0 eV), Sn–OR (531.5 eV, R refers 

to methyl group and hydrogen), and H–OR (533.0 eV). The 

appearance of H–OR peak is ascribed to methanol which originates 

from ammonia solution. Interestingly, the peak area of Sn–O 

species decreases almost in half after ammonia treatment, 

suggesting that SnOx is partially dissolved during the surface 

treatment (Table 3.1). Because both Sn2+ and Sn4+ have amphoteric 

properties, SnOx can be dissolved in basic ammonia solution. To 
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support the observation on the decrease of Sn–O species, we 

investigated the solubility of 1 mmol of SnO, SnO2, and SnSe 

nanoplates in 4 mL methanolic ammonia solution. Sn concentration 

in supernatant was measured by ICP-AES. According to the result, 

dissolution of SnO, SnO2, and SnSe nanoplates is identified, and its 

Sn concentration from each supernatant is 2.6, 0.74, and 3.8 

μmol/mL, respectively (Fig. 3.8d). The high Sn concentration of 

SnSe nanoplates can be explained by both the dissolution of SnOx 

and the loss of Sn during the removal of iodide ligands. The 

elemental composition of NH3-SnSe nanoplates determined from 

ICP-AES shows the decrease in the ratio of Sn to Se, which agrees 

with the Sn concentration of SnSe nanoplates in ammonia solution 

(Table 3.2). 
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Table 3.1 Fitting results of O1s XPS spectra of SnSe and NH3-SnSe 

nanoplates in Fig. 3.7d 

Samples Component Peak (eV) 
Area 

(%) 

O/Sn atomic 

ratio 

SnSe 

nanoplates 

Sn-O 529.9 50 

0.24 

Sn-OR 531.5 50 

NH
3
-SnSe 

nanoplates 

Sn-O 530.0 26 

0.27 Sn-OR 531.5 52 

H-OR 533.0 22 
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Figure 3.8. XPS spectra of (a) Sn 3d and (b) I 3d binding energy regions 

for the supernatant dried on SiO2/Si wafer. (c) Raman spectrum for the 

supernatant. The Raman signal was amplified by surface-enhanced 

Raman scattering (SERS).[49] Supernatant was dried on the substrate 

coated with gold nanoparticles. (d) Sn concentration in supernatant 

obtained from the ammonia treatment of SnO, SnO2, and SnSe 

nanoplates (SnSe NP). Each powder (1 mmol) was stirred in the 4 mL of 

methanolic NH3 solution for 12 h under Ar atmosphere, and the 

supernatant was separated by precipitating the powders using 

centrifugation.  
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Table 3.2 Chemical composition of SnSe nanoplates, NH3-SnSe 

nanoplates, SPSed SnSe, and SPSed NH3-SnSe analyzed by inductively 

coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES). 

Samples ICP-AES 

SnSe nanoplates Sn0.99(1)Se1.00 

NH3-SnSe nanoplates Sn0.98(2)Se1.00 

SPSed SnSe Sn1.023(1)Se1.00 

SPSed NH3-SnSe Sn1.03(1)Se1.00 
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TEM images and elemental mapping images via energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) show that NH3-SnSe 

nanoplates retain their size and shape in ammonia solution, and 

homogeneous elemental distribution of Sn and Se is kept similarly, 

indicating that ammonia solution is not as destructive to SnSe as 

hydrazine (Fig. 3.9). The crystallinity of NH3-SnSe is preserved 

during ammonia treatment (Fig. 3.10). On the basis of the above 

results, we find out that the treatment with ammonia solution serves 

to remove not only organic ligands but also iodide ligands and tin 

oxides from the surface of SnSe nanoplates. 
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Figure 3.9 (a, f) TEM images, (b, g) selected area electron 

diffraction (SAED) patterns, and (c–e, h–j) scanning TEM (STEM) 

images with corresponding elemental mappings for (a–e) SnSe 

nanoplates and (f–j) NH3-SnSe nanoplates. There is no noticeable 

change in size, morphology, and crystallinity of SnSe nanoplates 

before and after ammonia treatment. Uniform distribution of Sn 

(blue) and Se (yellow) is retained after surface treatment. 
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Figure 3.10 Powder XRD patterns of as-synthesized SnSe nanoplates 

and NH3-SnSe nanoplates along with those of the standard references 

(SnSe, SnSe2, SnO, SnO2, Sn, and Se). Difference in the XRD pattern 

between SnSe nanoplates and NH3-SnSe nanoplates cannot be found. 
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To verify our strategy of enhancing thermoelectric properties of 

SnSe nanoplates by defect and surface engineering, we firstly 

produced bulk SnSe by sintering the nanopowders via SPS. SnSe 

nanoplates and NH3-SnSe nanoplates powders were consolidated 

into a dense pellet (5.87 and 6.06 g/cm3, respectively), and each 

sample is named as SPSed SnSe and SPSed NH3-SnSe (Fig. 3.11). 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of SPSed SnSe and 

SPSed NH3-SnSe show dense and flat surface with a few scratches 

which were produced during polishing process (Fig. 3.12a and b). 

Uniform distribution of elements, Sn and Se, of both samples in 

microscale is identified in SEM-EDS elemental mapping. The 

powder XRD patterns of SPSed samples match well with the 

standard reference (Fig. 3.13). According to the IR spectrum, we 

cannot find any fingerprints of organic species in the samples after 

SPS, which could be harmful for solution-processed nanomaterials 

during thermoelectric operation (Fig. 3.14). 
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Figure 3.11 A photograph of dense pellet of sintered NH3-SnSe by 

spark plasma sintering (SPS) with a typical diameter of 13 mm and 

a thickness of ~13 to 14 mm and specimens cut for measuring 

electrical and thermal transport properties. 
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Figure 3.12 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of (a) 

SPSed SnSe and (b) SPSed NH3-SnSe and elemental mappings of 

Sn (bottom left, blue) and Se (bottom right, yellow) at the whole 

area in the SEM image, examined by energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS). 
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Figure 3.13 Powder XRD patterns of SPSed SnSe (red) and SPSed 

NH3-SnSe (blue). Standard reference XRD peaks of SnSe are 

displayed in black line (JCPDS 48-1224).  
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Figure 3.14 FTIR spectrum of SPSed NH3-SnSe.  
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The cross-sectional scanning TEM (STEM) image of the SPSed 

NH3-SnSe viewed along the [001] axis shows typical SnSe 

structure (Fig. 3.15). Elemental mapping by STEM-EDS verifies 

the locations of Sn and Se atoms. The TEM image in Fig. 3.16a 

reveals that SPSed NH3-SnSe consists of mesoscale grains and the 

average size is ~370 nm. In addition, we found that dislocations are 

present in SnSe by performing HRTEM analysis. The HRTEM 

image viewed along [ 011̅ ] is shown in Fig. 3.16b, and the 

corresponding FFT image is indexed as the orthorhombic structure. 

The inverse FFT image of the (111) planes, taken from the dashed 

box area in Fig. 3.16b, clearly shows dense dislocations marked by 

the T-shaped symbols. Their average density, which is estimated 

from the images, is in the same order of magnitude (~3 × 1011 cm−2) 

as that in SnSe nanoplates. It is higher than that observed in normal 

semiconductor including SnSe crystal.[50] In addition to the 

dislocations introduced in the SnSe nanoplates, Sn vacancies 

produced during ammonia treatment seem to create dislocations.[42] 

The dislocations and mesoscale grains can significantly decrease 

lattice thermal conductivity through effective phonon scattering.[51]  
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Figure 3.15 (a) A typical cross-sectional STEM image with crystal 

structure of SnSe and (b–d) elemental mappings of SPSed NH3-

SnSe. The atomic-scale image is viewed along the [001] axis. 

Yellow and red spheres in (a) indicate Sn and Se atoms, 

respectively. Scale bar, 0.5 nm. 
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Figure 3.16 (a) Cross-sectional TEM image of SPSed NH3-SnSe 

showing mesoscale grains. The inset displays the size distribution 

of grains. (b) Typical cross-sectional HRTEM image of SPSed 

NH3-SnSe. Corresponding FFT pattern is shown in the bottom inset. 

Inverse FFT images of the selected area is shown in the upper right 

inset. The dislocations are shown by a T-shpaed symbol.  
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On account of two-dimensional structure of SnSe, XRD patterns 

of densified SnSe pellets show the preferred orientation of 

crystallites, which can result in highly anisotropic thermoelectric 

properties (Fig. 3.17a).[52,53] Hence, we measured charge and 

thermal transport properties both parallel and perpendicular to the 

press direction. Because a ZT along the former direction is higher 

than that along the latter direction, we mainly discuss 

thermoelectric properties of the materials developed in this work 

parallel to the press direction. Their thermoelectric properties along 

the other direction are presented in Fig. 3.17b–f. 

The temperature-dependent electrical conductivity (σ) of SPSed 

SnSe and SPSed NH3-SnSe keeps almost constant up to ~673 K and 

rises afterward (Fig. 3.18a). The increase can be attributed to the 

structural phase transition from Pnma to Cmcm.[54,55] For example, 

the σ of SPSed NH3-SnSe increases from 0.08 S cm−1 at room 

temperature to 49.4 S cm−1 at 873 K. However, this enhancement 

for SPSed SnSe is much smaller than that of SPSed NH3-SnSe, 

which results in ~5 times lower σ at 873 K. The Hall effect 

measurement reveals that the carrier concentration (nH) is key in 

this enhancement. The nH dramatically increases from ∼1.5 × 1014 
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cm−3 for the SPSed SnSe to ∼2.1 × 1017 cm−3 for the SPSed NH3-

SnSe, respectively, and the corresponding mobility (μH) slightly 

increases from ∼ 2.0 to ∼ 2.2 cm2 V−1 s−1 (Fig. 3.19). The 

improvement of nH arises from the contribution by the surface 

treatment. The ammonia treatment removes the residual iodide 

ligands that are left on the surface of SnSe nanoplates, which is 

confirmed by XPS results. It is also verified by XPS analysis that 

the iodine content in SPSed NH3-SnSe dramatically decreases 

compared with that in SPSed SnSe (Fig. 3.20). It was reported that 

iodine introduced into SnSe structure acts as an n-type dopant.[47] 

Therefore, the elimination of iodide ligands by ammonia treatment 

can improve the hole concentration. 

The temperature-dependent Seebeck coefficients (S) of SPSed 

samples display positive values in the whole temperature range, 

suggesting p-type conduction (Fig. 3.18b). It is shown that SPSed 

NH3-SnSe has a lower S value than SPSed SnSe because the S is 

inversely proportional to the nH. The maximum power factor (PF) 

for SPSed NH3-SnSe is 3.81 μW cm−1 K−2 at 873 K, which is 

comparable to that for polycrystalline SnSe prepared by high 

temperature solid-state reaction (Fig. 3.16c).[56] 
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The total thermal conductivity (κtot) of SPSed samples gradually 

decreases with increasing temperature and slightly increases 

afterward because of bipolar conduction, which is consistent with 

the charge transport properties (Fig. 3.18d). Fig. 3.18e clearly 

indicates that the thermal transport is mainly dominated by heat-

carrying phonons. We obtained the lattice thermal conductivity 

(κlatt) of ~0.23 W m−1 K−1 at 873 K for SPSed NH3-SnSe, which is 

~50% lower than that of polycrystalline SnSe. As described above, 

this can be explained by various structural elements observed in 

TEM images, such as mesoscale grains, dislocations, and atomic 

defects in the SPSed NH3-SnSe. The dislocations and mesoscale 

grains can serve as effective phonon-scattering centers for short- 

and long-wavelength phonons, respectively.[51,54] A thermoelectric 

figure of merit ZT value of SPSed NH3-SnSe increases with rising 

temperature and the highest ZT of ~1.1 at 873 K is obtained (Fig. 

3.18f). The high thermoelectric performance is attributed to 

ultralow κtot with the PF comparable to that of polycrystalline SnSe. 
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Figure 3.17 (a) XRD patterns of SPSed NH3-SnSe pellets 

measured heading to the plane perpendicular (⊥) and parallel (//) 

to the press direction of SPS. The Lotgering factor (Fh00) is 0.274, 

showing that (400) planes are preferentially oriented along the press 

direction. (b) σ, (c) S, (d) PF, (e) κtot, and (f) ZT values of SPSed 

NH3-SnSe measured along the plane perpendicular (⊥ ) and 

parallel (//) to the press direction of SPS.  
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Figure 3.18 Temperature-dependent thermoelectric properties for 

SPSed SnSe and SPSed NH3-SnSe. (a) Electrical conductivity (σ), 

(b) Seebeck coefficient (S), (c) power factor (PF), (d) thermal 

conductivity (κtot), (e) lattice thermal conductivity (κlatt), and (f) ZT 

values. Thermoelectric properties of SPSed samples in this work 

are compared with those of SnSe synthesized via solid-state 

reaction.[56]  
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Figure 3.19 Hole concentration and electrical conductivity of SPSed 

SnSe and NH3-SnSe at room temperature. 
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Figure 3.20 The XPS spectra of (a) Sn 3d, (b) Se 3d, (c) I 3d, and (d) O 

1s binding energy regions for SPSed SnSe (upper) and SPSed NH3-SnSe 

(bottom). R refers to alkyl group and hydrogen in (d). The intensity of 

XPS spectra is normalized to the peak area of Sn 3d. The surface 

composition of SPSed SnSe and SPSed NH3-SnSe is Sn1.44SeO0.31I0.06 

and Sn1.32SeO0.18I0.02, respectively. The ratio of Sn2+ in SPSed SnSe and 

SPSed NH3-SnSe is 91% and 95%, respectively.  
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3.4 Conclusion 

In this study, we report on the synthesis, surface treatment, and 

thermoelectric characterization of dislocation-introduced SnSe 

nanoplates. Using our current synthetic method, dislocations are 

produced in the grain and the grain boundary of the SnSe nanoplates. 

Imperfect oriented attachments during aggregative crystal growth create 

dislocations in the SnSe nanoplates. Importantly, the use of reactive 

selenium powders makes it possible to lower the reaction temperature, 

probably preventing the removal of dislocations in the SnSe nanoplates. 

Even after the consolidation of SnSe nanoplates, many dislocations are 

found in SnSe. We also demonstrate that surface treatment with ammonia 

solution eliminates surface impurities. After the surface treatment, the 

hole concentration increases in the sintered SnSe nanoplates, resulting in 

the increase of the electrical conductivity. Various structural elements 

such as dislocations and mesoscale grains observed in the TEM 

contribute to ultralow thermal conductivity, and ZT of ~1.1 at 873 K is 

achieved. Our strategy can provide a new pathway to control the 

structural elements in bulk materials via nanochemistry.  
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초   록 

이차원 나노 물질은 그것이 갖는 독특한 특성으로 인해서 

다양한 분야의 연구자들에게 큰 관심을 받고 있다. 최근에, 콜

로이드 화학을 이용하여 이차원 반도체 나노 물질을 합성하는 

방법에 대한 연구가 보고되고 있다. 이 학위 논문에서는 콜로

이드 화학을 통한 이차원 나노 구조의 이황화 몰리브데넘 

(MoS2)와 셀레늄화 주석 (SnSe)을 대용량 합성을 다루었으며, 

이를 각각 메모리 소자와 열전 재료로 응용 및 분석한 결과에 

대하여 논의하였다. 

첫 번째로, 균일한 크기의 MoS2 나노면을 콜로이드 화학을 

통한 대용량 합성에 대한 연구를 진행하였으며, 이 나노면을 

이용해서 유연한 저항 랜덤 액세스 메모리 (RRAM) 어레이의 

집적에 대해 논의하였다. 합성된 MoS2 나노면은 비교군인 박

리를 통해 얻은 MoS2보다 훨씬 작은 크기 및 두께 분포를 가

짐으로써 균일한 크기 및 두께 성질을 보였다. 게다가 합성된 

MoS2 나노면의 콜로이드 안정성과 합성법의 높은 재현성에 의

해 메모리 소재의 용액 기반 공정이 가능하였다. 합성된 MoS2 

나노면 기반의 RRAM은 박리된 MoS2 기반의 RRAM에 비해 

약 10000 배 높은 on/off 전류 비율을 보였다. 더욱이 콜로이드 

MoS2 나노면의 균일성은 대면적의 RRAM 어레이를 가능케 하
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였으며 유연한 소자의 제조를 하는데 기여를 했다. 

두 번째로, 전위 (dislocation)을 갖는 SnSe 나노판의 합성 및 

표면 처리와 열전 성능 분석에 대하여 연구하였다. 간단한 용

액 합성을 통해 SnSe 나노판에 전위를 형성시킬 수 있었다. 

spark plasma sintering에 의한 소결 과정 거친 SnSe의 그레인 내

부에서 많은 전위가 존재하는 것을 투과 전자 현미경을 통해 

확인하였다. 또한, 암모니아 용액을 통한 표면처리는 나노판의 

표면에 남아있는 긴 유기 리간드, 요오드화 리간드와 원하지 

않는 표면 산화물들을 효과적으로 제거하였다. 이로 인해 정공

의 농도가 증가하였으며, 소결된 펠렛의 전기전도도가 향상하

였다. 소결된 벌크 물질의 독특한 나노 구조에 의해 매우 낮은 

격자 열전도도 (~0.23 W m–1 K–1)를 보였으며, 이는 873 K에서 

1.1의 높은 열전 성능 지수 ZT를 달성하는데 도움을 주었다. 

 

주요 단어: MoS2, 나노면, RRAM, SnSe, 나노판, dislocations, 표면 

처리, 열전 성질. 
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